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U
n
i
t

1

Overview

Growing up is full of discoveries, not just about the world around us, but also

about ourselves, about our hidden strengths and weaknesses. We see this in

the opening story of this unit, where we find a student faced with what at first

sight seems a dull, routine piece of coursework. However, much to his surprise

it leads him to discover a hidden talent and what he wants to become in life.

The second text continues our theme, once again within a school setting. It tells

the story of a young girl discovering, not without some tears along the way, the

importance of strength of character, of standing up for what is right.

Growing Up

Text  A Writing for Myself

Text  B The Scholarship Jacket

. 2 .        Unit 1  Growing Up
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Unit 1  Growing Up        . 3 .

Part I   Listening Task

    Listening Practice

Listen to a song called Beautiful Boy. It is a lullaby(¡ºú)the famous British pop singer, John Lennon, sings for his

baby son. Enjoy yourself.

The following words in the recording may be new to you:

monster  n.  Öï                        prayer  n.   í»

After Listening

Complete the following statements according to what you have heard.

1. In Lennon’s view, growing up means having “_____________________”»life is not always

what one has planned, but can be quite an adventure, full of __________________________.

2. “A hard row to hoe” is used in the song to describe growing up as a _____________ process.

3. Sadly John Lennon ___________________________ to see his son grow up; Lennon was killed

by _________________ when his son was still only __________________.

Unit 1  Growing Up        . 3 .
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. 4 .        Unit 1  Growing Up

Part II    Reading Task

Text A

When we are writing we are often told to keep our readers in mind, to shape what we say to fit

their tastes and interests. But there is one reader in particular who should not be forgotten. Can

you guess who? Russell Baker surprised himself and everyone else when he discovered the answer.

            Writing for Myself

 Russell Baker

1

New Words and Expressions

(Úýåí¾°»ãªó±(Ä¶)Ä

Êã»ÚýåóÓïí¾°Ïßª

ó±(ù¶)ÄÊã»ÚýåóÓøí

¾°üßªó±ÄÊã»×±åí¾

¬ÙÊã)

off and on  from time to time; some-
times ÏÏøøØ»Ð±

take hold  become established úù¬

·¢

associate /«5s«USIeIt/ vt. join or con-
nect together; bring in the mind ¹
ªµð´»¹ªë

assignment /«5saInm«nt/ n. (Öä

Ä)¤÷¬Îñ¬÷µ

turn out  produce à´»Æì

paragraph / 5pQr«grAùf/ n. Îä

agony / 5Qg«nI/ n. very great pain or
suffering of mind or body (íÄ

Ä)«È´à

assign /«5saIn/ vt. give as a share or
duty Öä¬ÖÉ

anticipate /Qn5tIsIpeIt/ vt. expect ¤
Ú¬Úû

cheerless / 5tSI«lIs/ a. õôÄ»ÁÆÄ

tedious / 5tiùdj«s/ a. boring and lasting
for a long time ¦¶Ä»ß¤Ä

reputation /7repjU5teIS«n/ n. ûù»

ûþ

inability /7In«5bIlItI/ n. ÞÜ¬Þ¦

inspire /In5spaI«(r)/ vt. fill (sb.) with
confidence, eagerness, etc. ¤ø¬

Äè

formal /  5f�ùml/ a. ÌåÄ¬Ð÷

Ä»ý½Ä¬ýæÄ

rigid / 5rIdZId/  a. (often disapproving)
fixed in behavior, views or methods;
strict »É»äÄ»ÏñÄ

out of date  old-fashioned ý±Ä

excessively /Ik5sesIvlI/ ad. ýÖØ

  excessive /Ik5sesIv/ a. greater than
what is normal or necessary; ex-
treme

prim /prIm/ a. ÅåÄ¬Ð÷Ä»

æ¸ØÄ»ûàÄ

primly ad.

1

The idea of becoming a writer had come to me off and

on since my childhood in Belleville, but it wasn�t until my

third year in high school that the possibility took hold. Until

then I�d been bored by everything associated with English

courses. I found English grammar dull and difficult. I hated

the assignments to turn out long, lifeless paragraphs that were

agony for teachers to read and for me to write.

2

When our class was assigned to Mr. Fleagle for third-

year English I anticipated another cheerless year in that most

tedious of subjects. Mr. Fleagle had a reputation among stu-

dents for dullness and inability to inspire. He was said to be

very formal, rigid and hopelessly out of date. To me he looked

to be sixty or seventy and excessively prim. He wore primly

severe eyeglasses, his wavy hair was primly cut and primly

combed. He wore prim suits with neckties set primly against

the collar buttons of his white shirts. He had a primly pointed

jaw, a primly straight nose, and a prim manner of speaking that

was so correct, so gentlemanly, that he seemed a comic antique

2

.
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3

I prepared for an unfruitful year with Mr. Fleagle and

for a long time was not disappointed

3

. Late in the year we

tackled the informal essay. Mr. Fleagle distributed a home-

work sheet offering us a choice of topics. None was quite so

simple-minded as �What I Did on My Summer Vacation,�

but most seemed to be almost as dull. I took the list home

and did nothing until the night before the essay was due. Ly-

ing on the sofa, I finally faced up to the unwelcome task, took

the list out of my notebook, and scanned it. The topic on

which my eye stopped was �The Art of Eating Spaghetti.�

4

This title produced an extraordinary sequence of men-

tal images. Vivid memories came flooding back of a night in

Belleville when all of us were seated around the supper table

� Uncle Allen, my mother, Uncle Charlie, Doris, Uncle Hal

� and Aunt Pat served spaghetti for supper

4

. Spaghetti was

still a little known foreign dish in those days. Neither Doris

nor I had ever eaten spaghetti, and none of the adults had

enough experience to be good at it. All the good humor of

Uncle Allen�s house reawoke in my mind as I recalled the

laughing arguments we had that night about the socially re-

spectable method for moving spaghetti from plate to mouth.

5

Suddenly I wanted to write about that, about the warmth

and good feeling of it, but I wanted to put it down simply for

my own joy, not for Mr. Fleagle. It was a moment I wanted

to recapture and hold for myself. I wanted to relive the plea-

sure of that evening. To write it as I wanted, however, would

violate all the rules of formal composition I�d learned in

school, and Mr. Fleagle would surely give it a failing grade.

Never mind. I would write something else for Mr. Fleagle

after I had written this thing for myself.

severe /sI5vI«(r)/ a. completely plain;
causing very great pain, difficulty,
worry, etc. ÓØÄ»ÏØÄ¬ç

ÒÄ

wavy / 5weIvI/ a. ¨´Ä»¨ËÎÄ

necktie / 5nektaI/ n. tie ìø

pointed / 5p�IntId/ a. ÐâÄ»âÄ

jaw /dZ�ù/ n. ¢¬¦

comic / 5k�mIk/ a. ¬üÄ»²çÄ

     n. ¬·þ(á)

antique /Qn5tiùk/ n. Åï¬Åæ

tackle / 5tQkl/ vt. try to deal with ¦
í¬¦¶

informal /In5f�ùm«l/ a. (of speech,
writing) conversational in style; not
formal (¸²°¢ÄÖ)Úïå

Ä»Çý½Ä

essay / 5eseI/ n. ¢Ä¬¡·Ä»Û

µÄ

distribute /dI5strIbjuùt/ vt. divide and
give out among people, places, etc.
Ö¢¬Öä¬ÖÍ

finally /  5faIn«lI/ ad. at last îÕ¬

ÕÚ

face up to  be brave enough to ac-
cept or deal with ÂÒØÓÜòÔ

¶

scan /skQn/ v. look through quickly
¯À¬ÖÔØ´

spaghettiø /sp«5getI/ n. âóû½¸

æõ

title / 5taItl/ n. a name given to a book,
film, etc. êâ¬â¿

vt. give a name to øÓêâ¬

Óâ¿Ú

extraordinary /Ik5str�ùd«n«rI/ a. very
unusual or strange »¬°£Ä»

æØÄ

sequence / 5siùkw«ns/ n. »¬®àØ

ÄÂï»Îò¬³ò

image / 5ImIdZ/ n. a picture formed in
the mind Îó»¡ó»(¼)ñ

vivid /  5vIvId/ a. producing strong,
clear images in the mind ú¯Ä¬

ÆæÄ

adult /«5dÃlt/ n. a fully grown person
or animal ÉêË»Éê¯ï

recall /rI5k�ùl/ vt. bring back to the
mind; remember  Øëð¬Øäð

socially  / 5s«US«lI/ ad.
social /  5s«US«l/ a. çáÄ»ç»

Ä»»êÄ

respectable ï /rI 5spekt«bl/ a.  (of
behavior, appearance, etc.) socially
acceptable  É´Ä»åæÄ»Ä

ÅÄ

put down  write down ´Â

recapture /riù5kQptS«(r)/ vt. (lit) bring
back into the mind; experience again
ÙÖ»ÙÎú

relive /7riù5lIv/ vt. Ùåé¬ØÂ

violate / 5vaI«leIt/ vt. act against ¥
³¬¥´
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6

When I finished it the night was half gone and there

was no time left to compose a proper, respectable essay for

Mr. Fleagle. There was no choice next morning but to turn

in my tale of the Belleville supper. Two days passed before

Mr. Fleagle returned the graded papers, and he returned

everyone�s but mine. I was preparing myself for a command

to report to Mr. Fleagle immediately after school for disci-

pline when I saw him lift my paper from his desk and knock

for the class�s attention.

7

�Now, boys,� he said. �I want to read you an essay. This

is titled, �The Art of Eating Spaghetti.��

8

And he started to read. My words! He was reading my

words out loud to the entire class. What�s more, the entire class

was listening. Listening attentively. Then somebody laughed,

then the entire class was laughing, and not in contempt and

ridicule, but with open-hearted enjoyment. Even Mr. Fleagle

stopped two or three times to hold back a small prim smile.

9

I did my best to avoid showing pleasure, but what I was

feeling was pure delight at this demonstration that my words

had the power to make people laugh. In the eleventh grade,

at the eleventh hour

5

 as it were

6

, I had discovered a calling. It

was the happiest moment of my entire school career. When

Mr. Fleagle finished he put the final seal on my happiness

7

by saying, �Now that, boys, is an essay, don�t you see. It�s �

don�t you see � it�s of the very essence of the essay, don�t

you see. Congratulations, Mr. Baker.�

788 words

compose /k«m5p«Uz/ vt. write or cre-
ate (music, poetry, etc.) ´÷

turn in  hand in (work that one has
done) »(÷µ)

command /k«5mAùnd/ n., v. üî¬

¸î

discipline / 5dIsIplIn/ n. punishment;
order kept (among school-children,
soldiers, etc.) Í£¬¦Ö»ÍÉ

what’s more  in addition, more im-
portantly øÒ¬Ëâ»üÐõß

contemptï /k«n5tempt/ n. áÓ¬á

ï

ridicule / 5rIdIkjuùl/ n. making or be-
ing made fun of °¦¬°ª»»

·ª

open-hearted / 7«Up«n 5hAùtId / a .
sincere, frank Ï¿Ä

enjoyment /In5dZ�Im«nt/ n. pleasure;
satisfaction äì»¶Ö»úâ

hold back  prevent the expression
of (feelings, tears, etc.) ØÆ(Ð

é¢ÛáÈ)

avoid /«5v�Id/ vt. keep or get away
from Üâ

demonstration /7dem«n5streIS«n/ n. act
of showing or proving sth. í÷»

¤÷

calling ï / 5k�ùlIN/ n. a profession or
career; a feeling of duty to do a par-
ticular job °µ»¹ü

career /k«5rI«(r)/ n. úÄ¬Âµ»°

µ

seal /siùl/ n. ¡Â»¼Â

essenceï / 5esns/ n. that which makes
a thing what it is; most important
or indispensable quality of sth. ¾
Ê»«è
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Proper Names

Russell Baker / 5rÃs«l 5beIk«/ ûû · ´Ë

Belleville / 5bel7vIl/ ´û¬û(ÀúØû)

Fleagle / 5fliùgl/ ¥ûñû(ÕÏ)

Allen / 5Ql«n/ ¬×(ÐÓû)

Charlie / 5tSAùlI/ éí(ÐÓû)

Doris / 5d�rIs/ àö¿(®Óû)

Hal /hQl/ þû(ÐÓû¬Henry, Harold ÄÇÆ)

Pat /pQt/ ÁØ(®Óû¬Patricia ÄÇÆ)

Notes

1.  Russell Baker (1925�2019): American journalist(ÂÅÇß)and writer.

The text is taken from his autobiography(Ô«)Growing Up (1982), which

won him a Pulitzer prize.

2.  and a prim manner of speaking that was so correct, so gentlemanly, that

he seemed a comic antique:

  

  

 He spoke in a very formal and exact way.

Indeed, his style of speaking was so proper and polite that he looked

funny, like something rare from out of the past.

3.  I prepared for an unfruitful year with Mr. Fleagle and for a long time was

not disappointed.: I expected that things wouldn�t improve with Mr.

Fleagle as our English teacher, and for a long time I was right in my

expectations. (Note the touch of irony here.)

4.  Vivid memories came flooding back of a night in Belleville when � for

supper.: Vivid memories of a night in Belleville when � for supper came

flooding back. (The long prepositional phrase is placed at the end of the

sentence for the sake of balance.)

5.  at the eleventh hour: just before it is too late, at the last moment

6.  as it were: so to speak, as one might say ÉÔµ»Ú³ÖÌÈÏ

7.  he put the final seal on my happiness: he made my happiness complete

(by adding his praise)
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Now switch roles.

ComprehensionComprehension

ComprehensionComprehension

Comprehension

N      Content Questions

Pair Work

One of you asks the first six questions and the other answers. Starting from question 7, change roles.

When you have finished, the teacher may want to put some of the questions to you for a check.

1. How did Baker use to feel about English courses?

2. When did he begin to think it possible for him to become a writer?

3. What did Baker hear about Mr. Fleagle? What was his own impression

(¡ó)of his new English teacher?

4. Why did he put off the writing assignment till the last minute?

5. What was the topic that held his attention?

6. Why did he want to write about that topic?

7. What did he think Mr. Fleagle would do if he were to write the essay the

way he wanted? Why?

8. What was Baker prepared for when he found all the papers were given

back but his?

9. What was Mr. Fleagle’s announcement?

10. Whose essay was Mr. Fleagle reading to the class? How did the class

respond(´¦)?

11. Why did Baker feel so delighted?

12. What did Mr. Fleagle mean by saying “it’s of the very essence of the essay”?

外
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N      Text Organization

Working on Your Own

Do the exercises and then compare your answers with a partner.

1. The text is made up of

nine paragraphs. Each

paragraph could be

given a heading. Now

write down the head-

ings of the paragraphs

of the text. Some have

been done for you.

        Paragraphs Headings

1 Baker’s feelings about English courses

2 __________________________________

3 A topic that attracts Baker’s attention

4 __________________________________

5 Baker’s sudden desire to write about that topic

6 __________________________________

7 Mr. Fleagle’s announcement

8 __________________________________

9 What Baker discovered

2. The text can be di-

vided into three parts.

The first part serves as

an introduction; the

second part describes

a new experience the

writer had; the third

brings out what the ex-

perience meant to him.

Now write down the

main idea of each part.

The first one has been

done for you.

       Parts   Paragraphs        Main Ideas

Part One Paras. 1–2 Baker was bored by everything as-

sociated with English courses, includ-

ing his new English teacher.

Part Two Paras. 3–5 ____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

Part Three Paras. 6–9 ____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

外
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Language Sense Enhancement

Suddenly I wanted to write about that, about the __________ (1)

and good feeling of it, but I wanted to ______ ______ ______ (2) simply for

my own joy, not for Mr. Fleagle. It was a moment I wanted to _________

________ ________ (3) for myself. I wanted to _________ (4) the plea-

sure of that evening. To write it as I wanted, _____________ (5), would

_________ (6) all the rules of formal _____________ (7) I’d learned in

school, and Mr. Fleagle would surely give it ____ _______ _______ (8).

Never _________ (9). I would write something else for Mr. Fleagle after

I had written this thing _______ _________ (10).

1. Read aloud para-

graphs 5 and 6 until

you have learned them

by heart. Then try to

complete the passage

f rom memory .

2 . The enjoyment  o f

reading poetry often

leads to the enjoyment

of the beauty of the lan-

guage itself. For greater

enjoyment, you will do

well to begin by reading

poetry aloud and try to

get the feel of the lan-

guage as a pattern of

sound. Here is a poem

for you to enjoy, which

was written by Alfred

Tennyson (1809 � 1892),

a distinguished English

poet often regarded as

the chief representative

of the Victorian age in

poetry.

        The Oak

Alfred Tennyson

Live thy

1

 life,

Young and old,

Like yon

2

 oak,

Bright in spring,

Living gold;

Summer-rich

Then; and then

Autumn-changed,

Soberer

3

 hued

Gold again.

All his leaves

Fall�n at length,

Look, he stands,

Trunk and bough,

Naked strength.

        ð÷

¢û¥×Â¤¡áú

êáËÍÏË¬

  ãÇÄ»ú

ªçÇÃð÷,

ºìüðÓÓªª

  »÷îÄðÆ£

±ÙÄÄ¾

  ´ËÖ´¥»

ïì»°±¬

¾»íàÂªª

  ØÂ»ÏðÂ£

ú÷Ä¶Ó

  ÕÚä¡Ë¬

´¬ü»»Ù¢¬

»£÷É÷¦ªª

  àããÄ¦£

(É× ë)

1 thy  pron. (Å)= your
2 yon  a., ad. (Å)= over there
3 sober  a. solemn; (of color)

not bright
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There is always one moment in childhood when the door opens

and lets the future in.                                        � Graham Greene

¯êÜÐÇ´»Ì¬Åéªô¬ýø´´£

ªªñ×º·¤ñÖ

Everybody�s youth is a dream, a form of chemical madness.

                                                   � F. Scott Fitzgerald

àºÌçÎÃ¬ËËÆ²ôñ£

    ªª F¤¹ÆØ¤ÆÄÜÂ

Ô

Youth is wholly experimental.

                                    � Robert Louis Stevenson

àºûöùÍÇ½÷ÄêÂ£

ªªÞ®Ø¤·×¹¤¹ÙÄ

Almost everything that is great has been done by youth.

� Benjamin Disraeli

Ç²®Âó¼Úàê±ÚÉÍ£

ªª¾Ü÷¤Ï¹ï

3. Well-known quotations

(ï¼) a r e  t h e

cr ystallization(á

§ ) o f  h u m a n

wisdom. Reading them

is like a journey into

the provocative(¢

Ëî¼Ä)thoughts

o f  m a n y  f a m o u s

people of yesterday

and today. Why not

start our journey right

away, then?

4. Read the humorous

story for fun. You might

need to look up new

words in a dictionary.

It was graduation day and Mom was trying to take a pic-

ture of their son in a cap and gown, posed with his father.

�Let�s try to make this look natural,� she said. �Junior, put

your arm around your dad�s shoulder.�

The father answered, �If you

want it to look natural, why not

have him put his hand in my

pocket?�

外
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Language Focus

The following are the key words and phrases selected from Text A. They are frequently used

in daily communication. You need to study them carefully. We have a number of exercises to

help you learn how to use them.

Words and Phrases to Drill

agonyagony

agonyagony

agony

anticipateanticipate

anticipateanticipate

anticipate

assignassign

assignassign

assign

associateassociate

associateassociate

associate

avoidavoid

avoidavoid

avoid

careercareer

careercareer

career

commandcommand

commandcommand

command

composecompose

composecompose

compose

distr ibutedistr ibute

distr ibutedistr ibute

distr ibute

extraorextraor

extraorextraor

extraor

dinardinar

dinardinar

dinar

yy

yy

y

finallyfinally

finallyfinally

finally

formalformal

formalformal

formal

imageimage

imageimage

image

inspireinspire

inspireinspire

inspire

recallrecall

recallrecall

recall

reputationreputation

reputationreputation

reputation

respectablerespectable

respectablerespectable

respectable

r igidr igid

r igidr igid

r igid

scanscan

scanscan

scan

sequencesequence

sequencesequence

sequence

severesevere

severesevere

severe

tackletackle

tackletackle

tackle

tedioustedious

tedioustedious

tedious

violate violate 

violate violate 

violate 

viv id viv id 

viv id viv id 

viv id 

face up toface up to

face up toface up to

face up to

hold backhold back

hold backhold back

hold back

off and onoff and on

off and onoff and on

off and on

out of dateout of date

out of dateout of date

out of date

put downput down

put downput down

put down

take holdtake hold

take holdtake hold

take hold

turn inturn in

turn inturn in

turn in

turn outturn out

turn outturn out

turn out

what�s morewhat�s more

what�s morewhat�s more

what�s more

N          Vocabulary

associate tackle agony put down

vivid respectable sequence distribute

off and on finally extraordinary rigid

reputation hold back tedious turn in

1) Alan was always in trouble with the police when he was young

but he’s now a _________________ married man.

2) The people who had been hurt in the car accident lay screaming

in ____________.

3) Because his condition’s not serious they’ve ___________ his name

___________ on the hospital waiting list.

4) The second part of the book describes the strange ______________

of events that lead to the King’s fall from power.

5) When I saw my little boy crying bitterly over the death of his pet

1. Fill in the gaps with

words or phrases given

in the box. Change the

form where necessary.

I.

外
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dog, I could hardly __________________ my tears.

6) They are going to ___________________ those clothes and blan-

kets among the flood victims(Ü¦ß).

7) Linda managed to support herself by working ______________

as a waitress.

8) Parts of my childhood are so ____________ to me that they could be

memories of yesterday.

9) People often _____________ the old days with good times, and

seem to forget the hardship they suffered.

10) Andrew _________ decided, after much thought, to leave his job.

11) Jane’s worried she won’t be able to _________ her paper on time.

12) The President came under attack from all sides for his inability to

____________ the country’s severe social problems.

1) They have sent George to the newspaper’s Paris office.         (assign)

George ________________________________________________

2) What the man told us was well beyond what was usual, so I didn’t

know whether to believe him or not.                                  (extraordinary)

The man’s story _________________________________________

______________________________________________________

3) A clear picture was formed in her mind of how she would look in

twenty years’ time.                                                                           (image)

She had _______________________________________________

4) On an order from the officer the soldiers opened fire.        (command)

When the officer ________________________________________

5) We’ll keep producing bikes as long as they remain in demand.

(turn out)

As long as people keep ___________________________________

Model:Model:

Model:Model:

Model:

Lying on the sofa, the boy finally _________ the unwelcome task, took the

homework sheet out of his notebook, and _________. (scan, face up to)

Lying on the sofa, the boy finally

  

  

 faced up to the unwelcome task, took the

home-work sheet out of his notebook, and

  

  

 scanned it

..

..

.

1) Mr. Green has a ______________ as a dull lecturer. He’s ________

and old-fashioned, and doesn’t seem to have the faintest idea of how

________________.                                                         (inspire, reputation, rigid)

2. Rewrite each sentence

wi th  the  word  or

phrase in brackets,

keeping  the  same

meaning. The first

part has been written

for you.

3. Complete the sentences,

using the words or

phrases in brackets. Make

additions or changes

where necessary.
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2)  David’s essays are long ________________ to read. _______________,

his arguments are often based on _____________________.

(out of date, what’s more, tedious)

3) I was pleasantly surprised at my ability to _______________ an essay

that the professor chose to read to the class. It was without doubt

one of the happiest moments in my school ____________, but I did

my best to __________________ pleasure. When the professor of-

fered me his congratulations, however, I could ___________________

a smile.                                                              (career, avoid, compose, hold back)

In most cases, writers try to avoid repeating the same words or phrases,

using, instead, words that are similar in meaning in that particular context.

Here are some examples from the text:

1. I found English grammar dull and difficult.

... in that most tedious of subjects.

2. The topic on which my eyes stopped ...

This title produced ...

3. I would write something else for Mr. Fleagle ...

... no time left to compose

  

  

 a proper, respectable essay for Mr. Fleagle.

1. Many people know who wrote the song, but it seems none has any

idea of who  _________________ the music.

2. The first time she met the class, Miss White wore a _____________

black dress and plain black shoes.

3. Our neighbor’s seven-year-old son has got a severe pain in his chest.

Last night we heard him crying off and on in _______________.

4. My cousin first met his future wife Ruth in very unusual circum-

stances — they were both trying to get into the same taxi. I often

think the whole thing was quite ____________________.

5. The policeman asked the old lady to try to _____________ as much

about the accident as possible, but all she could remember was see-

ing a car racing in her direction and her husband knocked down.

6. In the old days orders from the head of a family had to be obeyed.

His wish was taken as a __________________.

7. When my car was stopped by the police I was sure I had broken

Now put into each gap a

word from the text similar

in meaning to the word(s)

in italics.

II.Synonyms in Context
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some traffic rule or other without realizing it. Then I heard one of

them say I __________________ the law by not wearing a seat belt.

8. Jim did not _________________ any trouble, but we considered ev-

erything carefully and expected the worst.

You have learned quite a few English collocations, probably without realizing

it. For example, you can say �He is good at

  

  

 math�, but NOT �He is good with

math�; �I prefer black tea(ìè)�,  but NOT �I prefer red tea�. Similarly, you can

say �I was bored with / by his lectures�, but NOT �I was bored at his lectures�; you

can say �The teacher assigned a lot of homework to the class� or �... assigned the

class a lot of homework�, but NOT �... assigned a lot of homework for the

class�; you can say �Congratulations on your success�, but NOT �Congratula-

tions to / for your success�. Collocation is, therefore, the way in which some

words are often used together, or a regular combination of words.

To improve your English, it is very important to have a good command of

collocation. For it will help you use words in an appropriate and idiomatic way.

adjective + prepositionadjective + preposition

adjective + prepositionadjective + preposition

adjective + preposition

Now we are going to focus on adjective and preposition collocations. Many

adjectives go with a particular preposition in a certain context, such as

  

  

 afraid

of,

  

  

 interested in.

1. My sister was angry ________ finding me asleep instead of doing my

share of the housework.

2. Adam is so hungry _________ success that he’ll spare no efforts to

achieve it.

3. I’m tired __________ you telling me what to do all the time.

4. You’ll have to be patient ______________ my aunt — she’s old and

forgetful.

5. Virginia is famous __________ the birthplace of American presidents.

6. Are you all clear now _____________ what you have to do?

7. Their views on the question are opposite ___________ ours.

8. Fats and sugar are very rich ___________ energy but poor _________

vitamins and minerals.

9. When I finally met him, I found he was completely different __________

his photograph.

10. How much you get paid is dependent _______________ how much

you produce.

Can you put an appropri-

ate preposition into each

gap in the sentences?

III. Collocation
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Dec.1, 1943
Dear Aunt Pat,

Today my English teacher chose my essay to read to the class. I

had tried to make it funny — and it worked! Everybody laughed. Even

prim Mr. Fleagle had to struggle to ___________ ____________ (1) a

smile. Afterwards lots of people offered me their congratulations.

I was more surprised than anybody. As you know, I used to find

our English exercises rather ______________ (2), but this time when

I _____________ (3) the list of essay titles one caught my eye. It was

“The Art of Eating Spaghetti.” Do you ____________ (4) that night in

Belleville when you made us all spaghetti? It remains __________ (5)

to me. Especially all the good-humored arguments we had about the

proper way to eat it. So that’s what I wrote about.

I’ve had the idea _________ __________ _________ (6) for some

time now that one day I might take up writing. If I can _________

_____________ (7) more work like that perhaps I really will be able to

make a ___________ (8) of it.

Best wishes,

Russell

About twenty of us schoolchildren had been fortunate enough to

receive invitations to a film-studio(ç°ã°ï)to take part in a

crowd-scene. Although our “act” would only _________ (1) for three

minutes, we were given the opportunity to see quite a number of inter-

esting things.

Soon after we arrived, bright lights were turned on. Since it was

very hot in the studio, it came as a _____________ (2) to us to see one

of the actors put on a heavy overcoat. He ___________ (3) a hat

down over his eyes, put his hands in his pockets, and started walking

along a winding path. A big fan began _____________ (4) small white

feathers down on him, and soon the bare trees were covered in “snow”.

Two more fans were turned on, and a “strong wind” whistled through

2. Theme-related

Read the passage care-

fully until you have got its

main idea, and then select

one  appropriate word

for each gap from the box

following the passage.

N

Comprehensive Exercises

I.  Cloze

1. Text-related

Complete the letter with

words chosen from the

Words and Phrases to

Drill box. Change the

form where necessary.
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the trees. The first actor was dragging through the snow when the

second, __________ (5) as a beggar, began walking towards him trem-

bling with cold.

The next ___________ (6) was a complete contrast(ÔÕ). The

way it was filmed was quite __________________ (7). Pictures taken

on an island in the Indian Ocean were shown on a glass screen. An

actor and an actress stood in front of the ___________ (8) so that they

looked as if they were at the water’s edge on an island.

Since it was our __________ (9) next, we were left wondering

what scene would be prepared for us. For a full three minutes in our

lives we would be experiencing the _______________ (10) of being

film “stars”!

instructions dressed image surprise excitement

scene shaking pulled blowing sequence

turn extraordinary severe last anticipate

1) ÇÇöýæçá,ÒÕèèÔÒ²ÄÇù©Åñþ¥Ë£ (formal)

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

2) ûÄ®Ñ°ûÃéÌÄµ°ßÐ´ùîÙÌ®°ÑüÄô£

(take hold)

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

3) ûÇ¤Ï½Â¸öÂçÄèó¿Üó¬ö¨öÓúú£(anticipate)

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

4) ÝµÈûò»Ù¥´«¾Ä²«æÂø»âÍ£(violate)

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

5) Ý¨ÀØ½þ®ÑÉ¡Ê±ë©ÜâÏØ±®(water shortage)

ÄÉÜÔ£(avoid, severe)

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

1. Translate the sen-

tences into English, us-

i ng  the  words  o r

phrases in brackets.

II. Translation
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Õº(Susan)òµö§¥Ë«È£Ð»Î±ä¬ýæ»ªçÎ

æÔÔºÙ²»ÜÐßÄÂµ£

»ì¬ÕºÚ¯ÀÓ¾±¬»»öæµÊÂüý¡Ë£Çö

ÊÂú¯Øè´Ë»öÐ²(disabled)ÃïÇçÎÉª»»÷ÒÄ£

ÕºÁóîÜÄè¬ª¼àÅýîÕ²áÉª»öÐÃÄËúî

Â¥£

      inspire          vivid          scan          face up to          finally

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

2. Translate the passage

into English, using the

words and phrases

given below.
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Part III    Home Reading Task

Text B

Marta had worked hard for a long time to win the scholarship jacket, but at the last moment some-

thing happened that threatened to rob her of the prize.

The Scholarship Jacket

1

Marta Salinas

2

1

The small Texas school that I attended

carried out a tradition every year during the

eighth grade graduation; a beautiful gold and

green jacket was awarded to the class

valedictorian, the student who had main-

tained the highest grades for eight years.

2

I was fourteen and in the eighth grade.

I had been a straight A student

3

 since the

first grade, and the last year I had looked

forward to owning the jacket. My father

was a farm laborer who couldn�t earn

enough money to feed eight children, so

when I was six I was given to my grandpar-

ents to raise. We couldn�t participate in

sports at school because there were regis-

tration fees, uniform costs, and trips out

of town; so there would never be a sports

school jacket for us. This one, the scholar-

ship jacket, was our only chance.

3

One day in May, on the way from

my history class to the gym, I remem-

bered my P.E.

4

 shorts were still in the

classroom. I had to walk back and get

them. I was almost back at the door when

I heard angry voices and arguing in my

classroom. I recognized the voices: Mr.

Schmidt, my history teacher, and Mr.

Boone, my math teacher. They seemed

to be arguing about me. I couldn�t believe

it. I still remember the shock that rooted

me flat against the wall

5

.

4

�I refuse to do it! I don�t care who

her father is, her grades don�t even begin

to compare to Martha�s

6

. I won�t lie or

falsify records. Martha has a straight A plus

average and you know it.� That was Mr.

New Words and Expressions

tradition /tr«5dIS«n/ n. «³

award /«5w�ùd/ vt. give or grant (by official decision)
Úè»øè

valedictorian /7vQlIdIk5t�ùrI«n/ n. ÂæðÊÄÏµ

úúí

maintain /meIn5teIn/ vt. keep up; continue £Ö»

¬Ö

look forward to  think about (sth.) which will hap-
pen in the future (usu. with pleasure) Îû

participate in  become involved in ÎÓ

registration /7redZI5streIS«n/ n. ÇÇ»¢á

fee /fiù/ n. Ñ(çáÑÈ)

gym /dZIm/ n. (short for) gymnasium ¡í¿»å

ýÝ

compare to  àÈ»ÈÃÏ

falsify / 5f�ùlsIfaI/ vt. ÜÄ»áú

plus /plÃs/ a.(£ÃÚ»ÞÎÊóæ)ÈÔÃ(ò

Ôß)»©Ä

     prep. Ó¬ÓÏ
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Schmidt and he sounded very angry. Mr.

Boone�s voice sounded calm and quiet.

5

�Look, Joann�s father is not only on

the Board, he owns the only store in town;

we could say it was a close tie and ��

6

(1) The pounding in my ears drowned

out the rest of the words, only a word here

and there filtered through. � � Martha is

Mexican � resign � won�t do it ��

7

To this day I don�t remember how I

made it through the rest of the afternoon

7

.

I went home very sad and cried into my

pil low that  night so Grandmother

wouldn�t hear me.

8

The next day when the principal

called me into his office, I knew what it

would be about. He looked uncomfort-

able and unhappy.

9

�Martha,� he said, �there�s been a

change in policy this year regarding the

scholarship jacket. As you know, it has al-

ways been free.� He cleared his throat and

continued. �This year the Board decided

to charge fifteen dollars � which still won�t

cover the complete cost of the jacket.�

10

I stared at him in shock and a small

sound of dismay escaped my throat. I

hadn�t expected this.

11

�So if you are unable to pay the fif-

teen dollars for the jacket, it will be given

to the next one in line.�

12

Standing with all the dignity I could

muster, I said, �I�ll speak to my grandfa-

ther about it, sir, and let you know

tomorrow.� I cried on the walk home

from the bus stop.

13

�Where�s Grandpa?� I asked Grandma.

14

�I think he�s out back working in the

bean field.�

15

I went outside and looked out at the

fields. There he was. I walked slowly out

to him, trying to think how I could best

ask him for the money. I wanted that

jacket so much. It represented eight years

of hard work and expectation. He saw me

and looked up.

16

He waited for me to speak. I cleared

my throat nervously and clasped my hands

behind my back so he wouldn�t see them

shaking. �Grandpa, I have a big favor to

ask you,� I said in Spanish, the only lan-

guage he knew. He still waited silently. I

tried again. �Grandpa, this year the prin-

cipal said the scholarship jacket is not go-

ing to be free. It�s going to cost fifteen

dollars and I have to take the money in

tomorrow, otherwise it�ll be given to

someone else.� The last words came out

in an eager rush. I waited, desperately

hoping he�d say I could have the money.

17

He turned to me and asked quietly,

�What does a scholarship jacket mean?�

18

I answered quickly; maybe there was

a chance. �It means you�ve earned it by

tie /taI/ n. equal score in a game or competition ½
Ö¬»Ö¤º

drown out  (of a sound) be louder than (another
sound) and prevent it being heard (¸ùô)Í»

here and there ÷¦

filter / 5fIlt«(r)/ v. øý¬ø¸

resign /rI5zaIn/ v. ³Ó»ýÎ»Ç°

make it  ìÉ¬ö½»ÏÏ

principal / 5prIns«pl/ n. £¤»º¤

policy / 5p�lIsI/ n. ½ë¬þß

regarding /rI5gAùdIN/ prep. concerningØÚ¬ÁÚ

dignity / 5dIgnItI/ n. ðÏ

muster / 5mÃst«(r)/ v. summon up; assemble ¤ð»

Û¯

represent /7reprI5zent/ vt. be a sign or symbol of ú
í¬ó÷

expectation /7ekspek5teIS«n/ n. Úý»¤Ú

clasp ï /klAùsp/ vt. grasp tightly with one’s hand;
hold firmly ô¥»ôÕ
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having the highest grades for eight years

and that�s why they�re giving it to you.�

(2) Too late I realized the significance of

my words. Grandpa knew that I under-

stood it was not a matter of money. It

wasn�t that. He went back to hoeing the

weeds that sprang up between the deli-

cate little bean plants. Finally he spoke

again.

19

�Then if you pay for it, Marta, it�s not

a scholarship jacket, is it? Tell your princi-

pal I will not pay the fifteen dollars.�

20

I walked back to the house and locked

myself in the bathroom for a long time. I

was angry with Grandfather even though

I knew he was right, and I was angry with

the Board, whoever they were. Why did

they have to change the rules just when it

was my turn to win the jacket?

21

(3) It was a very sad and withdrawn

girl who dragged into the principal�s of-

fice the next day.

22

�What did your grandfather say?�

23

I sat very straight in my chair.

24

�He said to tell you he won�t pay the

fifteen dollars.�

25

�Why?� he asked. �Your grandfather

has the money. Doesn�t he own a small

bean farm?�

26

I looked at him, forcing my eyes to

stay dry. �He said if I had to pay for it,

then it wouldn�t be a scholarship jacket,�

I said and stood up to leave. I was almost

to the door when he stopped me.

27

�Martha � wait.�

28

I turned and looked at him, waiting.

He looked at me, biting his lip, as if thinking.

29

�Okay, damn it. We�ll make an ex-

ception in your case. I�ll tell the Board.

You�ll get your jacket.�

30

I could hardly believe it. I spoke in a

trembling rush. �Oh, thank you, sir!� Sud-

denly I felt great. I wanted to yell, jump,

run the mile

8

, do something. I ran out so

I could cry in the hall where there was no

one to see me. At the end of the day, Mr.

Schmidt winked at me and said, �I hear

you�re getting a scholarship jacket this

year.�

31

(4) His face looked as happy and in-

nocent as a baby�s, but I knew better.

Without answering I gave him a quick hug

and ran to the bus. I cried on the walk

home again, but this time because I was

so happy. I couldn�t wait to tell Grandpa

and ran straight to the field.

32

�The principal said he�s making an

exception for me, Grandpa, and I�m get-

ting the jacket after all. That�s after I told

him what you said.�

33

Grandpa didn�t say anything, he just

gave me a pat on the shoulder and a smile.

1154 words

significance /sIg5nIfIk«ns/ n. meaning âå»â¼

hoeø /h«U/ vt. Ãúý(Ý)» Ãúû(Ø)

spring up grow, appear,  etc. quickly ¸Ùú¤ò

öÖ

delicate / 5delIkIt/ a. fragile; soft àõÄ»áíÄ

withdrawn /wID5dr�ùn/ a. uncommunicative or unso-
ciable Á¬ÑÔÄ»»Æ»ÊÄ

drag /drQg/ vi. ÏÅÅ½ß

exception /Ik5sepS«n/ n. person or thing that is left
out ýâ

tremble / 5trembl/ vi. shiver ü¶¬ßÂ

yell /jel/ vi. say, shout, or cry loudly Ð°

innocent / 5In«s«nt/ a.ìæÞ°Ä»å×Ä

hugï /hÃg/ vt., n. µ§

pat /pQt/ n. a light touch with the open hand áÄ
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N Comprehension Check

Choose the best answer for each of the following.

1. Marta was living with her grandparents

_______.

a. to be near her school

b. to help on the farm

c. as a result of poverty

d. because she was an orphan

2. We can infer that the math teacher was

_______.

a. ready to falsify school records

b. persuaded by the other teacher’s argu-

ment

c. quick tempered

d. a man of principle

3. The charge for the scholarship jacket was

Notes

1. The text is adapted from Growing Up Chicano (New York: Avon, 1993).

2. Marta Salinas has published stories in the Los Angeles Herald and in Califor-

nia Living. She is also an environmental activist.

3. a straight A student: a student consistently achieving the highest grades

«Åú

4. P.E.: abbr. (õ´)for physical education åý(Î)

5. the shock that rooted me flat against the wall: the shock that caused me

to stand completely still against the wall

6. Martha�s: Martha is an English name. Notice the teachers prefer to call her

Martha instead of her Spanish name Marta.

7. To this day � the afternoon.: I was so upset then that to this day I don�t

remember how I managed to pass the rest of the afternoon.

8. run the mile: have a race which is a mile in length

introduced _______.

a. to cover its cost

b. as students had to spend as much to get a

school sports jacket

c. as a means of awarding the jacket to Joann

d. because it was thought Marta’s grandfa-

ther could afford it

4. It can be inferred that Mr. Schmidt was

_______.

a. bad tempered

b. hard hearted

c. eager to please

d. a man of principle

5. The principal changed his mind because

_______.

a. someone else had offered to pay for the

jacket

b. he had never been completely happy with

the decision to charge for the jacket

外
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c. he was afraid that the grandfather might

complain

d. he had been persuaded to do so by the

Board

6. The grandfather refused to pay for the jacket

because _______.

a. he thought the price too high

b. he found it difficult to understand its

meaning

c. he could not afford it

d. he thought it was not right to charge for

it

N          Translation

Translate into Chinese the underlined sentences in the

essay.

1. The pounding in my ears drowned out the

rest of the words, only a word here and there

filtered through. “…Martha is Mexican …

resign … won’t do it …”

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

2. Too late I realized the significance of my

words. Grandpa knew that I understood it

was not a matter of money. It wasn’t that.

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

3. It was a very sad and withdrawn girl who

dragged into the principal’s office the next

day.

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

4. His face looked as happy and innocent as a

baby’s, but I knew better.

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

N      Language Practice

The following are useful words and phrases

selected from Text B. The exercises below

will help you learn to use them properly.

Words and Phrases to Learn

awardaward

awardaward

award

del icatedel icate

del icatedel icate

del icate

dragdrag

dragdrag

drag

exceptionexception

exceptionexception

exception

expectationexpectation

expectationexpectation

expectation

innocentinnocent

innocentinnocent

innocent

maintainmaintain

maintainmaintain

maintain

patpat

patpat

pat

plusplus

plusplus

plus

regardingregarding

regardingregarding

regarding

representrepresent

representrepresent

represent

resignresign

resignresign

resign

significancesignificance

significancesignificance

significance

trembletremble

trembletremble

tremble

ye l lye l l

ye l lye l l

ye l l

compare tocompare to

compare tocompare to

compare to

here and therehere and there

here and therehere and there

here and there

look forward tolook forward to

look forward tolook forward to

look forward to

make itmake it

make itmake it

make it

participate inparticipate in

participate inparticipate in

participate in

(Each word or phrase in the box is used only once

in the exercises below.)

1. Match the definitions(¨å)in Column(¸)B with

the words or phrases in Column A.

           A           B

___ 1) tremble a. take part in

___ 2) pat b. shake uncon-

trollably

外
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___ 3) participate in c. be excited and

pleased about

what is going to

happen

___ 4) here and there d. a gentle touch

with  the  f la t

hand

___ 5) look forward to e. utter a loud cry

or shout

___ 6) drag f. in various places

___ 7) regarding g. move  s lowly

and with effort

___ 8) yell h. about

2. Fill in the gaps with words or phrases chosen from

the box. Change the form where necessary.

1) Bob _____________ from the company

in order to take a more challenging job.

2) Considering her grades, there is little

________________ of her getting into

medical college.

3) Air France is said to ________________

a high level of service for many years.

4) The memorial(Íî®) _____________

the sacrifice of the men and women who

gave their lives in the Anti-Japanese War.

5) E v e r y  t y p e  o f  p l a n t ,  w i t h o u t

_____________, contains some kind of

salt.

6) Robert’s uncle __________________ the

Nobel Prize for his work in medical

research.

7) I used to get a B for my essays, but this

time I received a slightly higher mark: B

_____________.

8) Charlie is very ambitious(ÐÛÄÄ),

but I’m quite sure he’ll never really

_______________ to the top.

9) I’m not going to let anyone else arrange

t h o s e  f l o w e r s ,  t h e y  a r e  v e r y

________________.

10) The cheat had such a(n) _____________

face that I found it hard to believe any-

thing bad of her.

11) I’m afraid her latest novel can’t

_______________ her first.

12) At first it seemed to me that her remark

meant that she was angry, but now I’m

q u i t e  s u r e  i t  d i d n ’ t  h a v e  a n y

_______________.外
教
社
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Part IV   Comprehensive Language Practice

Speaking Practice

Group Discussion

In small groups, talk about the following:

1. Who played a major role in your development from a child into a well-educated young

person? Your parents, your grandparents, your teachers, or other people?

2. Tell about some of the things they did or said that had a good influence on the shaping of

your character, behavior or attitude.

3. Suppose you are Baker�s classmates. Brainstorm(óÒ»ðö÷â)how to write him a

letter of congratulations on his success in essay writing.

Practical Writing

Writing a Letter of Congratulations

Based on your brainstorming, write a letter in 120 words or so to congratulate Baker for his exceptionally well-

written essay. Your letter should cover the following:   

 

1. How you were impressed by his essay;

2. What you learned from Mr. Fleagle�s comments on his essay.      

There is a model letter for your reference. (see Appendix I)

Before putting pen to paper, read the advice on writing skills in the following box, as this may be of some help to you.

Writing Strategy

The form of a letter

There are two types of letters: business letters and personal letters. In style, business

letters are mostly formal whereas personal letters can be formal or informal depending on the

occasion and the intimacy between the writer and the recipient.

A formal English letter often consists of six parts: the heading(Å·), the inside address(âÚØ

·), the salutation(ÍøÆô), the body, the complimentary(í´âÄ) close, and the signature(©û). Infor-

mal letters need not cover all these parts. The heading and inside address are usually omitted.
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Here are some sample letters of congratulations for your reference:

Formal
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Tips for writing a letter of congratulations

When you write a letter to congratulate others on their achievements or various

happy occasions the following points are worth keeping in mind.

1. Choose the right form and tone for your letter, which may be either formal or informal

depending on to whom you are writing and the situation.

2. It is best to stay focused on the theme of congratulation throughout the letter, rather than

shifting to other topics.

3. Be personal and genuine.

Informal
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Follow-Up Work

You can improve your writing by checking your own work. You will also find it helpful to have a classmate evaluate

your work. So do the following after writing.

1. Go through your letter carefully and then answer the questions on the checklist below. Put

down yes or no.

2. Exchange letters and checklists with a partner and check each other�s work. Write yes or no

answers on your partner�s checklist.

Checklist

            Questions            Questions

            Questions            Questions

            Questions

My AnswersMy Answers

My AnswersMy Answers

My Answers

Classmate�s AnswersClassmate�s Answers

Classmate�s AnswersClassmate�s Answers

Classmate�s Answers

1. Is the form and tone of the

letter appropriate? __________ _______________

2. Does the writer focus on the

theme of congratulations? __________ _______________

3. Does the letter sound sincere? __________ _______________

4. Are there any mistakes in

spelling? __________ _______________

5. Are there any mistakes in

grammar? __________ _______________

Rewrite your letter with the help of the above answers. Then turn in your work to your teacher.外
教
社
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U
n
i
t

2

Overview

Friendship is a topic close to all our hearts, for none of us would choose to live

without friends, the source of so many of our happiest moments. That said, we

can occasionally take our friendships too much for granted, failing to keep them

in good repair. Our first text illustrates this through a tale of the lasting regret that

can come from missing the moment to let friends know how much they mean to

us. Our second story sees the power of friendship displayed more in actions than

in words, unfolding a tale of courage and endurance as one friend fights to save

the life of another. Both vividly reflect the power of friendship and provide food

for thought when it comes to considering what our own friends mean to us.

Friendship

Text  A All the Cabbie Had Was a Letter

Text  B Never Let a Friend Down

. 28 .        Unit 2  Friendship
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Part I   Listening Task

    Listening Practice

Here is a story about two friends. Listen carefully and see what it reveals.

The following words in the recording may be new to you:

slap vt. Æ÷ oasis n. ÌÞ

fright n. ªÅ erase vt. Áô

engrave vt. ÌÏ

After Listening

Complete the following statements according to what you have heard.

1. After he got slapped in the face the man wrote in the sand: _______________________________

___________.

2. After he was saved from drowning he wrote on a stone: __________________________________.

3. By writing in the sand, he wanted to ______________ his friend who had hurt him; by writing

on a stone, he wanted to forever ____________________________ the great favor his friend had

done him.
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Part II    Reading Task

Text A

How do you feel when old friends are far away? Do you make an effort to keep in touch? Some-

times it is easy to put off writing a letter, thinking that there will be plenty of time tomorrow. But

then sometimes, as this story shows, we leave it too late. Perhaps reading it will make you want

to reach for your pen.

   All the Cabbie Had Was a Letter

1

                           

                              

                              

               Foster Furcolo

New Words and Expressions

(Úýåí¾°»ãªó±(Ä¶)Ä

Êã»ÚýåóÓïí¾°Ïßª

ó±(ù¶)ÄÊã»ÚýåóÓøí

¾°üßªó±ÄÊã»×±åí¾

¬ÙÊã)

cabbie  /  5kQbI/  n.  (infml)  a taxi

driver

be lost in / lose oneself in  be ab-

sorbed in, be fully occupied with  ¨

ÄÂ¾Ú

windshield  / 5wIndSiùld/  n.  (AmE) the

glass window in the front of a car,

truck, etc.  (ûµÄ)²ç£§

cab  /kQb/  n.  a taxi  öâµ

available  /«5veIl«b«l/  a.  able to be

used, had or reached ÉÃÄ;ÉÃ

½Ä

apologetically  /«7p�l«5dZetIk«lI/  ad.

apologetic  /«7p�l«5dZetIk/  a.  show-

ing or saying that one is sorry for

some fault or wrong  À¸Ä»ø

Å¸âÄ

or something  (infml)(used when you

are not very sure about what you

have just said)  îçËàÄÂ

go ahead  continue; begin

know / learn by heart  memorize,

remember exactly  Ç¡¬Ü³ö

on the road  traveling  ÚÃ¾Ð

estimate  / 5estImeIt/  vt.  form a judge-

ment about  ÀÆ

might / may (just) as well  »Á,

(²)ÞÁ

1

He must have been completely lost in something he

was reading because I had to tap on the windshield to get his

attention.

2

�Is your cab available?� I asked when he finally looked

up at me. He nodded, then said apologetically as I settled

into the back seat, �I�m sorry, but I was reading a letter.� He

sounded as if he had a cold or something.

2

3

�I�m in no hurry,� I told him. �Go ahead and finish your

letter.�

4

He shook his head. �I�ve read it several times already. I

guess I almost know it by heart.�

5

�Letters from home always mean a lot,� I said. �At least

they do with me because I�m on the road so much.� Then,

estimating that he was 60 or 70 years old, I guessed: �From a

child or maybe a grandchild?�

6

�This isn�t family,� he replied. �Although,� he went on,

�come to think of it

3
, it might just as well have been family.
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Old Ed was my oldest friend. In fact, we used to call each

other �Old Friend� � when we�d meet, that is. I�m not much

of a hand at writing.�

7

�I don�t think any of us keep up our correspondence

too well,� I said. �I know I don�t. But I take it he�s someone

you�ve known quite a while?�

8

�All my life, practically. We were kids together, so we

go way back.

 4
�

9

�Went to school together?�

10

�All the way through high school. We were in the same

class, in fact, through both grade and high school.�

11

�There are not too many people who�ve had such a long

friendship,� I said.

12

�Actually,� the driver went on, �I hadn�t seen him more

than once or twice a year over the past 25 or 30 years because I

moved away from the old neighborhood and you kind of lose

touch even though you never forget. He was a great guy.�

13

�You said �was�. Does that mean �?�

14

He nodded. �Died a couple of weeks ago.�

15

�I�m sorry,� I said. �It�s no fun to lose any friend � and

losing a real old one is even tougher.�

16

He didn�t reply to that, and we rode on in silence for a

few minutes. But I realized that Old Ed was still on his mind

when he spoke again, almost more to himself than to me: �I

should have kept in touch. Yes,� he repeated, �I should have

kept in touch.�

17

�Well,� I agreed, �we should all keep in touch with old

friends more than we do. But things come up and we just

don�t seem to find the time.�

18

He shrugged. �We used to find the time,� he said.

not much of a  not a good  »«Ã

Ä

keep up  continue without stopping

£Ö

correspondence  /7k�rI5sp�nd«ns/  n.

the act of writing, receiving or send-

ing letters; letters  ¨Å(ªµ);Å

þ

practically  / 5prQktIk«lI/  ad.  almost

all the way  Ô¼ÁÕ¬»±

neighborhood  / 5neIb«hUd/  n.  one

of the parts of a town where people

live Ö»;ÄÚ

kind / sort of  (infml) a little bit, in

some way or degree  Ð¸Ö,Ðã

ù

lose touch (with sb.)  meet and con-

tact sb. less and less often, gradually

stop writing, telephoning, or visit-

ing them §¥ªµ

guy  /gaI/  n.  Òï»ïÆ

a couple of  ¸ö;»Ô¬»«

tough  /tÃf/  a.  (infml) unfortunate;

difficult; strong »ÒÄ;§ÑÄ;á

ÌÄ;á¿Ä

on one’s mind  ÇÒÚÄ·

keep in touch (with)  (ë)£Ö

ªµ¬£ÖÓ¥

come up  happen, occur , esp. unex-

pectedly   (È¸âë»½Ø)¢

ú¬öÖ

shrug  /SrÃg/ v.  lift (the shoulders)

slightly  Ê(ç)
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�That�s even mentioned in the letter.� He handed it over to

me. �Take a look.�

19

�Thanks,� I said, �but I don�t want to read your mail.

That�s pretty personal.�

20

The driver shrugged. �Old Ed�s dead. There�s nothing

personal now. Go ahead,� he urged me.

21

The letter was written in pencil. It began with the greet-

ing �Old Friend,� and the first sentence reminded me of

myself. I�ve been meaning to write for some time, but I�ve always

postponed it. It then went on to say that he often thought about

the good times they had had together when they both lived

in the same neighborhood. It had references to things that

5

probably meant something to the driver, such as the time Tim

Shea broke the window, the Halloween

6
 that we tied Old Mr. Parker�s

gate, and when Mrs. Culver used to keep us after school.

22

�You must have spent a lot of time together,� I said to

him.

23

�Like it says there,� he answered, �about all we had to

spend in those days was time.� He shook his head: �Time.�

24

I thought the next paragraph of the letter was a little

sad: I began the letter with �Old Friend� because that�s what we�ve

become over the years � old friends. And there aren�t many of us left.

25

�You know,� I said to him, �when it says here that there

aren�t many of us left, that�s absolutely right. Every time I go

to a class reunion, for example, there are fewer and fewer

still around.�

26

�Time goes by,� the driver said.

27

�Did you two work at the same place?� I asked him.

28

�No, but we hung out on the same corner when we

were single. And then, when we were married, we used to go

urge  /ÎùdZ/ v.  try very hard to per-

suade  ¦°¬ßÙ

postpone  /p«Ust5p«Un/ vt.  delay  Æ

Ù¬¹ÓÚ

reference / 5ref«r«ns/ n.  á°¬¸

½;Î¼¬éÄ

Halloween /ÇhQl«UÈiùn/ n. (ù½Ì)

ò¥Ú°¦

absolutely  / 5Qbs«luùtlI/ ad.  totally

and completely ê«Ø,«ä

absolute  / 5Qbs«luùt/  a.

reunion /ri:5juùnj«n/ n.  (ÒË¢ó

Ñ¢¬ÂÈÃðóÄ)ØÛ

go by  (of time) pass  (±ä)Å¥

hang out  (infml) stay in or near a

place, not doing very much  Ð´;

Ç²
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to each other�s house every now and then. But for the last 20

or 30 years it�s been mostly just Christmas cards. Of course

there�d be always a note we�d each add to the cards � usually

some news about our families, you know, what the kids were

doing, who moved where, a new grandchild, things like that

� but never a real letter or anything like that.�

29

�This is a good part here,� I said. �Where it says Your

friendship over the years has meant an awful lot to me, more than I can

say because I�m not good at saying things like that.� I found myself

nodding in agreement. �That must have made you feel good,

didn�t it?�

30

The driver said something that I couldn�t understand

because he seemed to be all choked up, so I continued: �I

know I�d like to receive a letter like that from my oldest

friend.�

31

We were getting close to our destination so I skipped

to the last paragraph. So I thought you�d like to know that I was

thinking of you. And it was signed, Your Old Friend, Tom.

32

I handed back the letter as we stopped at my hotel.

�Enjoyed talking with you,� I said as I took my suitcase out of

the cab. Tom? The letter was signed Tom?

33

�I thought your friend�s name was Ed,� I said. �Why

did he sign it Tom?�

34

�The letter was not from Ed to me,� he explained. �I�m

Tom. It�s a letter I wrote to him before I knew he�d died. So

I never mailed it.�

35

He looked sort of sorrowful, or as if he were trying to

see something in the distance. �I guess I should have written

it sooner.�

36

When I got to my hotel room I didn�t unpack right away.

First I had to write a letter � and mail it.

1048 words

every now and then  sometimes, at

times

mostly  / 5m«UstlI/  ad.  almost all;

generally  ¸õ«¿;àë¬óå

awful  / 5�ùfUl/ a.  (infml) (used to add

force) very great; very bad or un-

pleasant  Ç£Ä,«óÄ;ÉÂÄ¬

ãâÄ

choke  /tS«Uk/ v. (¹)Ï¢;Âû

choke up  become too upset to speak

(ò¤¯È)ìÃµ»ö°;Âû

destination  /7destI5neIS«n/ n. ¿Ä

Ø

skipï /skIp/ v. Ôý¬øý»ø¾

sorrowful  / 5s�r«Uf(U)l/ a.   showing or

causing sadness ËÄÄ¬¯ËÄ

sorrow  / 5s�r«U/  n.

in the distance far away

unpack  /Ãn5pQk/ v.   take out (things)

from (a suitcase, etc.) òª

right away (infml) at once
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Proper Names

Foster Furcolo   / 5f�st« 5fÎùk«l«U/ £¹Ø¤¥Ëå

Ed   /ed/ £Â(ÐÓû)

Tim Shea   / 5tIm5SeI/ Ù·¤»

Parker   / 5pAùk«/ ÁË(ÕÏòÐÓû)

Culver   / 5kÃlv«/ ¨û¥(ÕÏ)

Tom   /t�m/ À·(ÐÓû)

Notes

1. This text is taken from Boston Magazine (July 1985).

2. He sounded as if he had a cold or something.: This sentence implies

that the taxi driver was in a sad state of mind.

3. come to think of it: (used when one wants to add something one has

just thought of) when one begins to consider that, e.g. � and he sent

me a lovely present. Come to think of it, I must write to thank him.

4. We were kids together, so we go way back.: We were friends since

childhood, so our friendship has existed for a very long time.

5. It had references to things that �: The letter made mention of things

that �

6. Halloween /7hQl«U5iùn/ is 31 October, when according to tradition you

can expect to see ghosts and witches wandering about. It is a day on

which children often play tricks on their neighbors.
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ComprehensionComprehension

ComprehensionComprehension

Comprehension

N      Content Questions

Pair Work

One of you asks the first six questions and the other answers. Starting from question 7,

change roles. When you have finished, the teacher may want to put some of the questions

to you for a check.

Now switch roles.

1. What was the cab driver doing when the author wanted to take the taxi?

2. Did the cab driver have a cold?

3. Whom did the driver talk about with the author?

4. How long had the driver and Ed been friends?

5. What did the driver and Ed use to do when they were kids?

6. How often did they see each other over the past 25 or 30 years? Why?

7. What had happened to Old Ed by the time the story took place?

8. Why did the driver repeat that he should have kept in touch?

9. What did the author mean by saying the first sentence in the letter

reminded him of himself?

10. Why did the driver say he began the letter with “Old Friend”?

11. How did the driver feel about Old Ed’s friendship with him?

12. What did the author decide to do when he arrived at the hotel? Why?

外
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N      Text Organization

Working on Your Own

Do the exercises and then compare your answers with a partner.

1. The letter Tom wrote to

his friend Ed plays a

very important role in

the development of the

story. The story is, to a

large extent, built

around the letter. If you

are aware of this, you

will find it easier to un-

derstand the organiza-

tion of the text. The ques-

tions are meant to help

you get a better idea of

this point. Now write

down your answers.

1) What does the story begin with?

____________________________________________________

2) What helped start a conversation between the cab driver and the

passenger?

____________________________________________________

3) What was their conversation centered on?

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

4) How did the author get to learn more about the friendship between

the driver and Ed?

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

2. The text can be di-

vided into three parts.

Now write down the

main idea of each part.

The first one has been

done for you.

    Parts   Paragraphs        Main Ideas

Part One Paras. 1–20 From a conversation with the cab

driver the author learned how much

he regretted failing to keep up corre-

spondence with his old friend Ed.

Part Two Paras. 21–35 ____________________________

____________________________

____________________________

Part Three Para. 36 ____________________________

____________________________
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Language Sense Enhancement

1. Read aloud para-

graphs 6 to 15 until

you have learned them

by heart. Then try to

complete the passage

from memory.

“This isn’t family,” he replied. “Although,” he went on, “__________
______ _________ ______ (1) it, it might just ______ ________ (2) have
been family. Old Ed was my oldest friend. In fact, we _______ _____ (3)
call each other ‘Old Friend’— when we’d meet, that is. I’m not _________
_____ _____ (4) hand at writing.”

“I don’t think any of us keep up our ________________ (5) too well,”
I said. “I know I don’t. But I _________ _____ (6) he’s someone you’ve
known ________ _____ ________ (7)?”

“All my life, practically. We were kids together, _____ (8) we go
way back.”

“Went to school together?”
“______ _______ ________ (9) through high school. We were in

the same class, in fact, through both grade and high school.”
“There are not too many people who’ve had such a long

_____________ (10),” I said.

2. Read aloud the poem.

 A Friend Like You

Author Unknown

There�s lots of things

With which I�m blessed,

Tho�

1

 my life�s been both Sunny and Blue

2

,

But of all my blessings

3

,

This one�s the best:

To have a friend like you.

In times of trouble

Friends will say,

�Just ask ... I�ll help you through it.�

But you don�t wait for me to ask,

You just get up

And you do it!

And I can think

Of nothing in life

That I could more wisely do,

Than know a friend,

And be a friend,

And love a friend ... like you.

1 Tho’ = Though

2 Sunny and Blue: My days have been filled with sunshine and blue skies, i.e. my life has been happy.

3 blessing n.  ÒÂ
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óÑçã

ýû

íàÂï¬

Ò¼ÐÒµÐ¬

ÒÄËúäúöÕçÕ¬

øÚùÐÄËúÒÂ®Ð¬

îÉäóÄ´Çº

Ñóçãâã£

§Ñ±¬

óÑáµ¬

°»ªµ»ùÒáïãÉýÑØ£±

ø»ÈÒªÚ¬

ãÍ¾ðí¬

µïÍÉ¡

Òë»ö¬

Ëú¹Ð²´

ü÷Ç®Ù

¤ýÏ¶»»óÑ¬

á»»»óÑ¬

¿®»»óÑçãâã£

A man dies often as he loses a friend. But we gain new life by new

contacts, new friends.                                        � Francis Bacon

§¥»»óÑ´ÇÀ¥»Î£«ÒÇ¨ýÂÄ»ù¢ÂÄ

óÑñÃÂú£                      ªª¥Ê÷¹¤àù

A faithful friend is the medicine of life.

� William Shakespeare

æÏÄóÑÌç»ûËú¼©£

ªªþ®¤¯¿ÈÇ

True friendship foresees the needs of others rather than proclaims

its own.                                                         � Andre Maurois

æýÄÑê¤ûûËÄèó¬øÇáöÔºÄèó£

ªª²ÂÐ¤ªåÇ

A friend is, as it were, a second self.

 � Cicero

»Áµ¬óÑÍÇí»öÔÒ£

 ªª÷ûÞ

3. Read the quotations.

Learn them by heart

if you can.
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(Jake and Henry are friends.)

� Hello.

� Hello.

� That you, Jake!

� Yeah, this is Jake.

� It doesn�t sound like Jake.

� Well, this is Jake speaking all right.

� Are you sure this is Jake?

� Sure this is Jake.

� Well, listen, Jake. This is Henry. Lend

me fifty dollars.

� All right, I�ll tell him when he comes

in.

4. Read the humorous

dialog for fun.

Language Focus

The following are the key words and phrases selected from Text A. They are frequently

used in daily communication. You need to study them carefully. We have a number of

exercises to help you learn how to use them.

Words and Phrases to Drill

absolutelyabsolutely

absolutelyabsolutely

absolutely

available available 

available available 

available 

awful awful 

awful awful 

awful 

chokechoke

chokechoke

choke

correspondencecorrespondence

correspondencecorrespondence

correspondence

dest inat ion dest inat ion 

dest inat ion dest inat ion 

dest inat ion 

est imate est imate 

est imate est imate 

est imate 

mostlymostly

mostlymostly

mostly

neighborhoodneighborhood

neighborhoodneighborhood

neighborhood

postpone postpone 

postpone postpone 

postpone 

practically practically 

practically practically 

practically 

referencereference

referencereference

reference

reunion reunion 

reunion reunion 

reunion 

sk ip sk ip 

sk ip sk ip 

sk ip 

tough tough 

tough tough 

tough 

urge urge 

urge urge 

urge 

a couple of  a couple of  

a couple of  a couple of  

a couple of  

all the wayall the way

all the wayall the way

all the way

    

    

  

be lost in / lose oneself inbe lost in / lose oneself in

be lost in / lose oneself inbe lost in / lose oneself in

be lost in / lose oneself in

choke up  choke up  

choke up  choke up  

choke up  

come up  come up  

come up  come up  

come up  

everever

everever

ever

y now and then  y now and then  

y now and then  y now and then  

y now and then  

go ahead  go ahead  

go ahead  go ahead  

go ahead  

go by go by 

go by go by 

go by 

hang out  hang out  

hang out  hang out  

hang out  

keep in touch (with)  keep in touch (with)  

keep in touch (with)  keep in touch (with)  

keep in touch (with)  

keep up  keep up  

keep up  keep up  

keep up  

kind of / sort of  kind of / sort of  

kind of / sort of  kind of / sort of  

kind of / sort of  

know / learn by heartknow / learn by heart

know / learn by heartknow / learn by heart

know / learn by heart

lose touchlose touch

lose touchlose touch

lose touch

mightmight

mightmight

might

  

  

 

//

//

/

  

  

 

may (just) as wellmay (just) as well

may (just) as wellmay (just) as well

may (just) as well

not much of a  not much of a  

not much of a  not much of a  

not much of a  

on one�s mindon one�s mind

on one�s mindon one�s mind

on one�s mind

or something or something 

or something or something 

or something 

right away  right away  

right away  right away  

right away   
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available go ahead keep in touch absolutely

urge estimate reunion hang out

destination or something go by every now and then

mostly know by heart right away reference

1) There was no wind and the oak tree behind the house was stand-

ing ______________ still.

 2) If you don’t want to buy a kite, you can make your own using

directions _______________ in books at your local library.

 3) The girl walked steadily north, pausing _______________________

to check her direction.

 4) The trade unions ______________________ employers to invest

more money in staff training.

 5) As a sailing ship has a ______________, so we must have a defi-

nite goal in our life.

 6) Before people knew how to make and use metals, engineering

constructions were ___________ built of wood or stone.

 7) You’ll probably find Dave at the school disco — he often

_________________ there.

 8) If your house has been broken into, don’t touch anything. Call

the police _________________.

 9) We had a family ______________ where I saw relatives I hadn’t

seen for 20 years.

10) I guess Henry has been busy writing an article ________________

recently. That’s why he couldn’t accept the invitation.

11) Scientists _____________ that smoking reduces life expectancy

by around 12 years on average.

12) Although it is unlikely that everyone will be able to come, they are

still  _________________ with the plan to hold a class reunion.

1)  He seemed to be still anxious about his failure in the examination.

(on one’s mind)

It seemed that his failure __________________________________

_______________________________________________________

2) The sight of his team losing in the final minutes of the game left

him so upset that he was completely unable to say a word.  (choke up)

N          Vocabulary

I.

1. Fill in the gaps with

words or phrases given

in the box. Change the

form where necessary.

2. Rewrite each sentence

with the word or phrase

in brackets, keeping the

same meaning. The first

part has been written

for you.
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He ___________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

3) Her study so fully occupied her that she forgot to have dinner.

(be lost in)

She __________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

4) I am afraid I won’t be able to accomplish the project on time be-

cause something has unexpectedly happened.                          (come up)

Something ____________________________________________

______________________________________________________

5) They calculated that the cost of equipping the new hospital would

probably be $2 million.                                                                  (estimate)

The cost _______________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

Model:Model:

Model:Model:

Model:

We should all ________________ with old friends more than we do. But

things _______________ we just don�t seem to find the time. (keep in

touch, come up)

We should all keep in touch with old friends more than we do. But things

come up and

  

  

 we just don�t seem to find the time.

1) A couple of flights at Pudong airport _________________ this morn-

ing because of _____________ weather. It ______________ that

over one thousand passengers were held up.   (awful, postpone, estimate)

2) My professor assigned me some _____________ books on com-

puter science to read.

Unfortunately they are ________________ in our school library. I

________________ worried about it.             (available, kind of, reference)

3) Michael is ______________________. He often ________ from one

subject to another so it is difficult for his students to follow him.

Besides he just lets them _____________ with exercises without making

sure they have understood what they are expected to do.

(skip, go ahead, not much of a)

noun + prepositionnoun + preposition

noun + prepositionnoun + preposition

noun + preposition

In this unit we are going to focus on noun and preposition

collocations. Many nouns often have dependent prepositions which

simply have to be learnt together, such as a couple of, delight at, a

reputation for.

3. Complete the sentences,

using the words or phrases

in brackets. Make addi-

tions or changes where

necessary.

II. Collocation

外
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1. I noticed she avoids making any reference _______ her first husband

in her latest book.

2. The railway industry must keep pace with the growing demand ______

transportation.

3. Ann has a fine reputation for being an old hand ______ cooking Ital-

ian food.

4. Reading letters _________ childhood friends often reminds me of the

days we spent together collecting sea-shells on the beach and gather-

ing wild fruit in the woods.

5. Bill’s lecture aroused our interest _____ IT, i.e. information technology.

6. Professor Smith’s devotion ______ teaching has made a deep im-

pression ______ all the students in her department.

7. My parents called me yesterday offering me their congratulations

______ my good record.

8. Having lived in this neighborhood for about ten years, the old man

valued his friendship _________ his neighbor Peter.

Have you ever thought about questions like these? We can say a table leg,

but why NOT �a man leg�? It is possible to say little food left, no washing

machine available at the store, but why NOT �little left food�, �no available

washing machine at the store�? It is correct to say All children love sweets, All

of them enjoyed the party, but why NOT �All of children love sweets�, �All they

enjoyed the party�?

Problems of this kind are, as a matter of fact, related to usage. Usage deals

with the way  particular words are used in a language. As English usage

often causes difficulties for Chinese students, we must be careful with it.

WW

WW

W

ays of making an opinion sound less definiteays of making an opinion sound less definite

ays of making an opinion sound less definiteays of making an opinion sound less definite

ays of making an opinion sound less definite

Now we are going to focus on ways of making an opinion sound less definite.

When you are describing something in a vague or uncertain way you often

use the following expressions:

something, or something, kind of / sort of,

  

  

 more or less

1. We’re expecting 150 guests at the party, _______________.

2. I’ve __________________ heard of him, but I don’t know who he is.

3. _______________ has happened to worry him but we don’t know

what it is.

Can you put an appropri-

ate preposition into each

gap in the sentences?

Can you put into each gap

an appropriate expres-

sion from the above list

to make the sentences

sound less definite?

III. Usage

外
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4. He wasn’t sure why but he felt _________________ sorry for her.

5. It will take _______________ a whole day to paint the ceiling.

6. I thought I heard Mom say Martin saved a child from drowning

________________.

N

Comprehensive Exercises

Poor old Ed. It made me all _____________ ________ (1) when I

heard the news about his death. He meant an _________ (2) lot to me.

We had known each other ______________ (3) all our lives, ever since

we grew up in the same __________________ (4). I should have writ-

ten to him before, but I’m not much good at _________________ (5).

All my _____________ (6) time is taken up driving the cab. I’m on the

go all day, driving from one _______________ (7) to another. We used

to get together, but it’s been a long time since our last __________ (8).

____________ (9) we just kept in touch with the occasional card. I’d

been meaning to write a proper letter for a long time, but kept

__________________ (10) it. Then last week I finally got round to it,

only to get the bad news just as I was on my way to the mail box.

Whoever says you should never put off till tomorrow what you can do

today is __________________ (11) right.

When he got the call that his son was ill in California and not

expected to live for long, Bill didn’t know ____________ (1) he was

going to get the money for his wife and himself to make the trip. Bill

had worked as a truck driver his entire life, but he never managed to

have any _______________ (2).

So with ________________________ (3) Bill walked the mile to

the filling station(ÓÍ¾)and told the owner, “My son is really sick and

I’ve got no cash. Can you trust(ÞËø) me for the phone call to

California?”

“Pick up the ______________ (4) and talk as long as you need

to,” was the answer. As he started to dial(¦ç°Åë), he was

_____________________ (5) by a stranger, jumping down from the

I.  Cloze

1. Text-related

Complete the passage

with words chosen from

the Words and Phrases to

Drill box. Change the

form where necessary.

2. Theme-related

Read the passage care-

fully until you have got

its main idea, and then

select one appropriate

word for each gap from

the box following the

passage.
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cab(Ý»Ò)of a truck and asking, “Aren’t you Bill Beasley? Your son

was one of my best friends when we were growing up together. When

I went off to college, I lost _______________ (6) with him. Heard you

say he’s sick?”

After the call Bill was told that that truck driver had paid for it

and left him an _______________ (7). He opened it and pulled out two

pieces of paper. One read, “You were the first truck driver my dad

trusted enough to let me go along with.” The second one was a

_______________ (8) check with an attached _________________ (9):

“Fill out the amount _______________ (10) for you and your wife to

make the trip. Merry Christmas!”

message interrupted operate envelope embarrassment

signed touch how communicated phone

anxiety needed urged savings correspondence

1) ëö¡±ý¥Ë¬«©àµ¹»´£ÒÇ»ÃßØÒ£  (go by)

______________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

2) êö´Ï¥Ôºï¼ÔÜ£Ä¬òªý¹»Ð³ìÎÄ£  (learn

… by heart)

______________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

3) È»ºòüÑ»ÆÙ¬ÒÇ»Á¥ÎÛ©ïÝ£ (postpone)

______________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

4) ûöþÎÀçó½Úäû»±Í¸¸¡ÚÄóûÇ£ (all the way)

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

5) Ô1985êÓÏ©ó§ÏµÁñ¬ÉÔµÒëÒÄó§¬§§¥

Ëªµ£ (kind of, lose touch)

______________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

II. Translation

1. Translate the sen-

tences into English,

using the words or

phrases in brackets.
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Í¶½ÄóÑ£Öªµ»Ç»þÝ×ÄÂ£ÔÒ´µ¬éÎ

ÍÇâù£

ëªÉÖøÍÇïÄóÑÇÑÐ¸êË£Ò»±òãøûÇ

´Å¬ÉÇÜÐâùÇùÄÂù¬ÆõÍÇé»öÕ£ «ÇÒ»

±ÇÒÅûÇ¬ÒëÒñó»¨á¬¦ëûÇ£Ö¨ÅªµÄ£

a couple of      keep in touch with      come up     neighborhood

on one�s mind      keep up     correspondence

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

2. Translate the passage

into English, using the

words and phrases

given below.

外
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Part III    Home Reading Task

Text B

If I don�t make it, my friend will die out there, Bill McIntosh, the old hunter, told himself over and

over.

Never Let a Friend Down

1

Jim Hutchison

1

�Coming to the football match this

afternoon?� Bill McIntosh asked 59-year-

old Royce Wedding as they drank beer at

the Eureka Hotel in the Australian town

of Rainbow. Royce shook his head. �I

promised Mom I�d burn off the weeds

on one of our fields.�

2

Bill, who was thin but strong, look-

ing far less than his 79 years, peered out-

side at the heat. A light breeze was blow-

ing from the north, making conditions

perfect for the burn. But Bill felt uneasy

about Royce doing the job alone. The

farmer had a bad leg and walked with great

difficulty.

3

The pair had been best of friends for

30 years, ever since the days when they

traveled together from farm to farm in

search of work. Now, living alone 12 miles

east of town, Bill scraped a living

2
 hunt-

ing foxes and rabbits. Once a fortnight he

went to town to buy supplies and catch

up with

3
 Royce, who helped run the Wed-

ding family�s farm. �I�ll give you a hand,�

Bill said.

4

The pair set off in Royce�s car. Soon

they were bumping over a sandy track to

the weed-choked 120-acre field. �Fire�s the

only way to get rid of this stuff,� said Bill

as they tied an old tire to the tow bar with

a 50-foot chain. Soaking the tire with

gasoline, Bill put a match to it and jumped

in the car.

5

Driving slowly from the southern

edge of the field, they worked their way

upwind, leaving a line of burning weeds

New Words and Expressions

let down disappoint; fail to help  ¹§û»»ïú

burn off  Õô

peer /pI«(r)/ vi. look closely or carefully  Ð¸´

uneasy /Ãn5iùzI/  a. feeling anxious or uncertain  »²

Ä¬£ÄÄ

bump /bÃmp/ vi.ß¤Å°ø

get rid of  destroy; become free of  ûð»ý¥

stuff /stÃf/  n. matter; material  «÷»Ï

towï /t«U/ n. Ï¬¬£ý

soak /s«Uk/  v.  become or make completely wet

(¹)þ¸
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in their wake

4
. Half way up the field, and

without warning, the car pitched violently

forward, plowing into a hidden bank of

sand.

6

The breeze suddenly swung around

to their backs and began to gather strength.

Fanned to white heat, the fire line sud-

denly burst into a wall of flame, heading

directly toward them. �Let�s get out of

here!� Royce said.

7

Desperately he tried to back the car

out of the sand bank. But the wheels only

spun deeper in the soft sand.

8

Suddenly the fire was on them. Bill

pushed open his door only to find him-

self flung through the air as, with a roar,

the gasoline tank exploded and the car

leapt three feet off the ground. When it

crashed back down Royce found himself

pinned against the steering wheel, unable

to move. The car�s seats and roof were

now on fire.

9

Bill lay where he fell, all the breath

knocked out of him

5
. The front of his

shirt, shorts, bare arms and legs were

soaked in burning gasoline. Then the sight

of the car in flames brought him upright

with a start. �Royce!� he cried, struggling

to his feet and heading for the car.

10

Pulling open the door, he seized

Royce�s arms through the smoke. �I�m

stuck,� Royce said. �Get yourself away!�

11

(1) The fire bit at Bill�s arms, face

and legs, but he tightened his grip on

Royce. �I�m not leaving you here,� he said.

12

Now Bill dug his heels into the sand

and pulled as hard as he could. Suddenly

he fell backward. Royce was free and out

of the car. As soon as he had dragged him

away he patted out the flames on Royce�s

body and on his own legs and arms with

his bare hands.

13

Royce saw a second explosion rock

the car, as it was eaten up by flames. I�d be

ashes now if Bill hadn�t gotten me out, he

thought. Looking down, Royce was

shocked by the extent of his injuries. His

stomach and left hip were covered in deep

burns. Worse still, his fingers were burned

completely out of shape.

14

Lying on his back, Bill was in equally

bad shape. Pieces of blackened flesh and skin

hung from his forearms, hands and legs.

15

Bill looked across at his friend. Read-

ing the despair clouding Royce�s face, Bill

pitch /pItS/ vi.  ß¤

swing /swIN/ (swung /swÃN/ ) v. (¹)»»ªò

burst into   suddenly start (burning¬ crying, etc.) »

»(Õ¢ÞÈ)ð´

flame /fleIm/ n. ðæ¬ðà

spin /spIn/ (spun /spÃn/) v. (cause to) go round and

round (¹)ýª

fling  /flIN/ (flung /flÃN/) vt. throw quickly and with

a lot of force ×¬Ó¬À

roar /r�ù(r)/ n., vi. äù(ù)»ðÐ(ù)

crash /krQS/ v. violently hit (sth.else) in a car or

plane accident ²¬²µ»¹Ù

steer /stI«(r)/ v. Ý»

bare /be«(r)/ a. not covered by clothes àãÄ

grip /grIp/ n. a firm hold ôÕ

explosion /Ik5spl«UZ«n/ n. ¬¨

extent /Ik5stent/  n.  ÌÈ¬¶§

injury / 5IndZ«rI/ n. Ë¦¬ðË

worse still  üãâÄÇ

in bad / good shape in bad / good physical condition

íå´öî(Ã)

despair /dI5spe«(r)/  n. øû
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said, �I�ll get help. You hang on.� Royce

nodded, but as he watched Bill set off

slowly across the blackened field, he won-

dered how his friend was going to walk

almost two miles and get over three

fences.

16

(2) A lifetime spent around the tough

people who make their home in the Aus-

tralian bush had permanently fixed into

Bill�s soul two principles: never give up

no matter how bad the odds and never

let a friend down. Now, with every step

sending pain piercing through every part

of his body, he drew on those twin pil-

lars of character. (3) If I don�t make it, Royce

will die out there, he told himself over and

over.

17

�What�s the matter with that dog?�

said Vicky Wedding, Royce�s mom, peer-

ing out her window. Startled by a noise

behind her, she turned to see Bill leaning

against the door.

18

�Dear God, what happened?� she

exclaimed, grabbing Bill as he slid down

the doorframe.

19

�We got caught in the fire,� he

whispered, barely able to speak. �Get

help.� Vicky sat Bill down, covered him

in wet towels to ease the pain of his burns,

and then picked up the phone.

20

Throughout the bumpy, hour-and-

a-half ride to the hospital in Horsham,

neither of the two injured men spoke of

their pain. �We should�ve gone to the foot-

ball match,� Royce said, trying to keep

their spirits up. Bill grinned weakly.

21

Not long after Bill found himself at

Government House being presented

with the Bravery Medal for his coura-

geous rescue. (4) But the real highlight

for Bill came six months after the fire,

when Royce, just out of hospital, walked

into the Eureka Hotel and bought him a

beer.

22

�We made it,� said Royce as they

raised their glasses. �Here�s to the best

friend a man could have

6
.�

937 words

hang on  continue with effort áÖ

permanently / 5pÎùm«ntlI/ ad. for ever ÀÃØ¬Ì¨

Ø

principle / 5prIns«pl/ n.  Åõ»ò»í

draw on  use … as a resource  ûÃ»¯Ã»¿

character / 5kQrIkt«(r)/ n. ·Â»·Ê¬Ôñ

lean /liùn/ vi. move or bend your body in a particular

direction Ð¬¿

exclaim /Ik5skleIm/ v. ªÐ¬ô°

grab /grQb/ vt. take hold of (sth. / sb.) suddenly »

Ñ¥¡

slide / 5slaId/ (slid /slId/) vi. (¹)¬¯

ease /iùz/ vt. õá(´à¢º£È)

grinï /grIn/ vi., n. Öì¦

medal / 5medl/ n. ±Â¬±Æ¬«Â

courageous ï /k«5reIdZ«s/ a. brave; fearless ÂÒ

Ä¬Þ·Ä

rescue / 5reskjuù/  n., vt. ®È¬ªÈ

highlight / 5haIlaIt/  n. the best or most exciting or

interesting part  îØªÄÂþ»î«ÊÄ¿Ö
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Notes

1. The text is adapted from an Australian magazine (1997).

2. scraped a living: only earned enough money to provide himself with food,

clothing and a place to live

3. catch up with: talk to someone who one has not seen for some time to

find out what he / she has been doing

4. leaving a line of burning weeds in their wake: leaving behind them a line

of burning weeds

5. all the breath knocked out of him: breathless and unable to move

6. Here�s to the best friend �: �Here�s to (you / us, etc.)� is a toast(£ÆÊ)

used to wish happiness or success.

N Comprehension Check

Choose the best answer for each of the following.

1. Bill and Royce started to travel together look-

ing for work when _______.

a. Bill was in his thirties

b. Bill was in his sixties

c. Royce was a teenager

d. Royce was in his twenties

2. Bill _______.

a. helped with the family farm

b. made money killing foxes and other wild

animals

c. was retired

d. took care of the Weddings

3.  Danger came when the wind turned from

_______.

a. north to south

b. south to north

c. east to west

d. west to east

4. The explosion of the gasoline tank _______.

a. threw Royce from the car

b. brought Bill to his senses

c. blew open the car doors

d. left Royce trapped

5. Bill learned to never give up and to never let

a friend down from _______.

a. religion

b. Royce

c. bushmen

d. sports

6. The first thing Mrs. Wedding did when Bill

arrived was to _______.

a. shout at the dog

b. take care of his wounds

c. telephone for help

d. ask what had happened

7. Bill’s best reward came when he _______.

a. received a medal

b. bought his friend a drink

c. left hospital a well man

d. was praised by his friend

外
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N          Translation

Translate into Chinese the underlined sentences in the

essay.

1. The fire bit at Bill’s arms, face and legs, but

he tightened his grip on Royce. “I’m not

leaving you here,” he said.

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

2. A lifetime spent around the tough people who

make their home in the Australian bush had

permanently fixed into Bill’s soul two

principles: never give up no matter how bad

the odds and never let a friend down.

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

3. If I don’t make it, Royce will die out there,

he told himself over and over.

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

4. But the real highlight for Bill came six

months after the fire, when Royce, just out

of hospital, walked into the Eureka Hotel and

bought him a beer.

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

N      Language Practice

The following are useful words and phrases

selected from Text B. The exercises below will

help you learn to use them properly.

Words and Phrases to Learn

barebare

barebare

bare

crashcrash

crashcrash

crash

despairdespair

despairdespair

despair

extentextent

extentextent

extent

flingfling

flingfling

fling

grabgrab

grabgrab

grab

highlighthighlight

highlighthighlight

highlight

leanlean

leanlean

lean

peerpeer

peerpeer

peer

rescuerescue

rescuerescue

rescue

soaksoak

soaksoak

soak

stuffstuff

stuffstuff

stuff

swingswing

swingswing

swing

uneasyuneasy

uneasyuneasy

uneasy

burst intoburst into

burst intoburst into

burst into

draw ondraw on

draw ondraw on

draw on

get rid ofget rid of

get rid ofget rid of

get rid of

in bad/good shapein bad/good shape

in bad/good shapein bad/good shape

in bad/good shape

let downlet down

let downlet down

let down

worse sti l lworse sti l l

worse sti l lworse sti l l

worse sti l l

(Each word or phrase in the box is used only once

in the exercises below.)

1. Match the definitions in Column B with the words or

phrases in Column A.

           A           B

___ 1) highlight a. cause to be disap-

pointed

___ 2) grab b. troubled or anxious

___ 3) bare c. the best, the most

important part

___ 4) get rid of d. without clothing

___ 5) crash e. seize suddenly

___ 6) lean f. strike violently and

noisily as in a car

accident

___ 7) let down g. free oneself from

___ 8) uneasy h. rest against sth.

for support
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2. Fill in the gaps with words or phrases chosen from

the box. Change the form where necessary.

1) We have so much luggage. I don’t know

how we are going to get all this ________

into that tiny van.

2) Separation from someone you love can

bring loneliness and ____________.

3) The driver ________________________

into the distance trying to read the road sign.

4) When we woke up in the morning we

found that the rain had come in through

the bottom of the tent and completely

____________ our clothes.

5) On hearing a sudden noise behind her,

Jane ___________ round and saw a bro-

ken flower pot on the ground.

6) It’s important to check that your car is

_________________ before you start.

7) Jane’s teacher was impressed by the

___________ of her knowledge.

8) The explorers got lost in the deep forest,

with no hope of ____________.

9) Writing computer programmes was a

challenge but luckily I had the expertise

(¨Åª¶ò¼Ü)to ____________.

10) Fred may be late. ____________, he may

not come at all.

11) Smoke started pouring out from

underneath, then the truck ___________

flames.

12) “And you can take your ring back too!”

she cried, ____________ it down on the

table.
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Part IV   Comprehensive Language Practice

Speaking Practice

Group Discussion

In small groups, discuss the following:

1. How are you getting along with your friends? How important are they to you?

2. What do you think is real friendship?

3. As mentioned in Text Organization, Text A centers on the letter the taxi driver wrote to his

friend Ed. However, only part of the letter is revealed in the story.

Now, you are required to

1) find out and write down all the sentences from the letter;

2) brainstorm in what way you can complete the letter.

Practical Writing

Writing a Personal Letter

Based on your brainstorming, each group is to reconstruct the letter to Ed in the name of the taxi driver.

There is a model letter for your reference. (see Appendix I)

Before putting pen to paper, read the advice on writing skills in the following box, as this may be of some help to you.

Writing Strategy

Tips for writing a personal letter

1. The writer usually uses the first or whatever name he or she usually calls the recipient face

to face, such as John, Mary, Old Friend.

2. An informal letter is often ended with: �Affectionately,� �Fondly,� �Yours with love,� �With

best wishes,� �Love,� �Yours,� etc.

3. Sign the name the recipient uses to address the writer.

4. If after finishing the letter, the writer wants to add something, he / she should write a

postscript after the signature and put P.S. or PS (=postscript ½Ô) in front of it.
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Follow-Up Work

You can improve your writing by checking your own work. You will also find it helpful to have your classmates

evaluate your work. So do the following after writing:

1. Go through your letter carefully and then answer the questions on the checklist below. Put

down yes or no.

2. Exchange letters and checklists with another group and check each other�s work. Write yes or

no answers on another group�s checklist.

Checklist

            Questions            Questions

            Questions            Questions

            Questions

Our AnswersOur Answers

Our AnswersOur Answers

Our Answers

Classmates�  AnswersClassmates�  Answers

Classmates�  AnswersClassmates�  Answers

Classmates�  Answers

1. Does the letter cover all the parts

necessary in a personal letter? __________ _______________

2. Are the details relevant to the

main idea of the letter? __________ _______________

3. Is the salutation proper? __________ _______________

4. Is the complimentary close

appropriate(Ãå)? __________ _______________

5. Are there any mistakes in spelling? __________ _______________

6. Are there any mistakes in grammar? __________ _______________

Rewrite your letter with the help of the above answers. Then turn in your work to your teacher.外
教
社
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U
n
i
t

3

Overview

With science playing such a large role in shaping the world we live in and the

direction in which it is headed, there is a pressing need to improve our under-

standing the nature of its methods and discoveries. In this unit we look at how

this can be done. We start with the views of one of the leading scientists of our

age, Stephen Hawking, who reflects on how to improve the way science is

taught in schools and dealt with by the media. Our second text sets out to

correct some false impressions about how scientists work and shows how to

make sense out of science as a way of understanding the world.

Understanding Science

Text A    Public Attitudes Toward Science

Text  B    How to Make Sense out of Science

. 54 .        Unit 3  Understanding Science
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Part I   Listening Task

    Listening Practice

Before you read Text A, we will tell you something about its author. Now listen to the recording.

The following words in the recording may be new to you:

universe  n.  îæ contrast  n.  ÔÕ

muscle  n.  ¡â engage  v.  ë©é

After Listening

Write down your answers to the following questions according to what you have heard.

1. Who is the passage about?

_______________________________________________________________________________

2. What questions interest him?

_______________________________________________________________________________

3. What makes his achievements so remarkable?

_______________________________________________________________________________

外
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Part II    Reading Task

Text A

Professor Hawking thinks it important to keep everybody in touch with what science is about. In

this article he explains why.

  

Public Attitudes TPublic Attitudes T

Public Attitudes TPublic Attitudes T

Public Attitudes T

owarowar

owarowar

owar

d Scienced Science

d Scienced Science

d Science

11

11

1

                           

                                    

                                    

                  Stephen Hawking

New Words and Expressions

(Úýåí¾°»ãªó±(Ä¶)Ä

Êã»ÚýåóÓïí¾°Ïßª

ó±( ù¶) ÄÊã»ÚýåóÓø

í¾°üßªó±ÄÊã»×±åí

¾¬ÙÊã©

likely  / 5laIklI/  a.  probable  ÉÜÄ

ad.  probably  ÉÜ

privilegedï / 5prIvIlIdZd/  a.  having

a special advantage  ÐØ¨Ä

privilege  n.  Ø¨

minority  /maI5n�rItI/  n.  Ùý

do without  »Ðøè¨Ô¶ý

¥

highly  / 5haIlI/  ad.  very  Ü¬Ç£

risky  / 5rIskI/  a.  full of danger; full of

the possibility of  failure, loss, etc.

£ÕÄ;ÐçÕÄ

nasty  / 5nAùstI/  a.  very unpleasant

îËÑÜÄ

brutish  / 5bruùtIS/  a.  °ÞãÄ¬°

ùÄ

anyway  / 5enIweI/  ad.  (used to change

the subject of a conversation or to

support an idea or argument) any-

how  »Üõ´µ

put / turn the clock back   ¹Ë¬

ª¹µ

cut off  stop providing (sth.); remove

(sth.) by cutting  ÐÏ¬ÐÏ»

ÐÂ¬ôÂ

competition  /7k�mpI5tIS«n/  n.  º

ù;Èü

bring about  make (sth.) happen  ý

ð¬¼Â

1

Whether we like it or not, the world we live in has

changed a great deal in the last hundred years, and it is likely

to change even more in the next hundred. Some people would

like to stop these changes and go back to what they see as a

purer and simpler age. But as history shows, the past was not

that wonderful. It was not so bad for a privileged minority,

though even they had to do without modern medicine, and

childbirth was highly risky for women. But for the vast ma-

jority of the population, life was nasty, brutish, and short

2

.

2

Anyway, even if one wanted to, one couldn�t put the

clock back to an earlier age. Knowledge and techniques can�t

just be forgotten. Nor can one prevent further advances in

the future. Even if all government money for research were

cut off (and the present government is doing its best

3

),  the

force of competition would still bring about advances in
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technology. Moreover, one cannot stop inquiring minds from

thinking about basic science, whether or not they are paid for

it. The only way to prevent further developments would be a

global state that suppressed anything new, and human initia-

tive and inventiveness are such that even this wouldn�t succeed.

All it would do is slow down the rate of change.

3

If we accept that we cannot prevent science and tech-

nology from changing our world, we can at least try to ensure

that the changes they make are in the right directions. In a

democratic society, this means that the public needs to have a

basic understanding of science, so that it can make informed

decisions and not leave them in the hands of experts. At the

moment, the public is in two minds about science. It has come

to expect the steady increase in the standard of living that

new developments in science and technology have brought

to continue, but it also distrusts science because it doesn�t

understand it. This distrust is evident in the cartoon figure

of the mad scientist working in his laboratory to produce a

Frankenstein

4

. It is also an important element behind sup-

port for the Green Parties.

5

 But the public also has a great

interest in science, particularly astronomy, as is shown by the

large audiences for television series such as The Sky at Night

6

and for science fiction.

4

What can be done to harness this interest and give the

public the scientific background it needs to make informed

decisions on subjects like acid rain, the greenhouse effect,

nuclear weapons, and genetic engineering? Clearly, the basis

moreover  /m�ù5r«Uv«/  ad.  øÒ,Ù

ß

inquiring  /In5kwaI«rIN/  a.  showing
an interest in knowing about things
ÃÊÄ, ®½÷Ä

inquire  v.  ¯Ê

global  / 5gl«Ub«l/  a.  worldwide, of
the whole earth  ÀçÄ,«òÄ

suppress ï /s«5pres/  vt.  keep from
appearing  ÖÆ;¹Æ

initiative  /I5nISI«tIv/  n.  ×´«ñ;

÷¯

inventiveness  /In5ventIvnIs/  n.  ¢÷

ÅÜ¬´ì¦

slow down   make slower   õý

rate  /reIt/  n.   ÙÈ»ÈÊ

ensure  /In5SU«/  vt.  make sure  £¤¬

·£

democratic  /7dem«5krQtIk/  a.  ñ÷

Ä

informed  /In5f�ùmd/  a.  Ðª¶Ä¬

ËâéöÄ;÷ÇÄ

inform  vt.  æß,¨ª

at the moment  now  ËÌ¬¿°

in two minds  unable to decide
whether or not you want sth. or want
to do sth.  Ì¥»ö»ýÄþâ

steady  / 5stedI/  a.  constant; firm  ½
ÈÄ»È¨Ä

evident  / 5evId«nt/  a.  clear, obvious
÷ÔÄ

cartoon  /kAù5tuùn/  n.  þ»¯

¬

element  / 5elIm«nt/  n.  ÉÖ;ªØ

astronomy ï  /«s5tr�n«mI/  n.  ìÄ

§

series  / 5sI«riùz/  n.  ¬ø»µÐ»

µÐÚ¿

fiction  / 5fIkS«n/  n.  ¡µ»é¹

harness  / 5hAùnIs/  vt.  control and
make use of   Ý¦ »ûÃ

background  / 5bQkgraUnd/  n.  ³°

acid  / 5QsId/  a., n.  á(ÔÄ);á¶

Ä(ïÊ)

greenhouse  / 5griùnhaUs/  n.  ÂÒ

nuclear  / 5njuùklI«/  a.  ÓËÄ;

ËÄÄ
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must lie in what is taught in schools. But in schools science is

often presented in a dry and uninteresting manner. Children

learn it by rote to pass examinations, and they don�t see its

relevance to the world around them. Moreover, science is of-

ten taught in terms of equations. Although equations are a brief

and accurate way of describing mathematical ideas, they frighten

most people. When I wrote a popular book recently, I was

advised that each equation I included would halve the sales. I

included one equation, Einstein�s famous equation, E=mc

27

.

Maybe I would have sold twice as many copies without it.

5

Scientists and engineers tend to express their ideas in

the form of equations because they need to know the precise

values of quantities. But for the rest of us, a qualitative grasp

of scientific concepts is sufficient, and this can be conveyed

by words and diagrams, without the use of equations.

6

The science people learn in school can provide the basic

framework. But the rate of scientific progress is now so rapid

that there are always new developments that have occurred

since one was at school or university. I never learned about

molecular biology or transistors at school, but genetic engi-

neering and computers are two of the developments most likely

to change the way we live in the future. Popular books and

magazine articles about science can help to put across new

developments, but even the most successful popular book is

read by only a small proportion of the population. Only televi-

sion can reach a truly mass audience. There are some very good

science programmes on TV, but others present scientific

weapon  / 5wep«n/  n.  ä÷

genetic  /dZ«5netIk/  a.  ùòÄ»Å

«¨§©Ä

engineering  / 7endZI5nI«rIN/  n.  ¤
Ì»¤Ì§

basis  / 5beIsIs/  n.  ù¡

lie in  exist or be found in  ÚÚ

rote  /r«Ut/  n.  ÀÇ²³

learn by rote  ÀÇ²³Ø§°

relevance  / 5relIv«ns/  n.  àØ¬Ø

ª

in terms of  Ó½æ¨òÇÈ©

´µ»´Õ¬ùÝ

equation  /I5kweIS«n/  n.  È½,½Ì

(½)

brief  /briùf/  a.  short; quick  òàÄ;

ÌÝÄ

mathematical  /7mQTI5mQtIk«l/  a.
ý§Ä

halve  /hAùv/  vt.  «õë

tend  /tend/  vi.  be likely to happen or
have a particular characteristic or
effect  ãò¬÷ò

in the form of  having the shape
of ; existing in a particular form
ÊÄÎ´»ÔÎ½

precise  /prI5saIs/  a.  exact  «·Ä

qualitative ï /5kw�lIt«tIv/  a.  ¨Ô

Ä;ÔÊÏÄ

grasp  /grAùsp/  n.  understanding  Æ
Õ,Ëâ

concept  / 5k�nsept/  n.  Åî

sufficient  /s«5fIS«nt/  a.  as much as is
needed, enough  äÖÄ,ã»Ä

convey  /k«n5veI/  vt.  make (ideas,
feelings, etc.) known to another
«ï»íï

diagram  / 5daI«grQm/  n.  ¼í;¼

â

framework  / 5freImwÎùk/  n.  òÜ;

á¹

molecular  /m«U5lekjUl«/  a.  ÖÓÄ

transistorï /trQn5sIst«/  n.  §åÜ»

§åÜÕôú

put across  cause to be understood
âÍåþ¬¹»íâ

proportion  /pr«5p�ùS«n/  n.  Èý;¿

Ö

truly  / 5truùlI/  ad.  æýØ;·µØ

magic  / 5mQdZIk/  n.  §õ;§¦

fit into  be part of a situation, system,
etc.; be part of a group of people or
things  ÊÏ»ûÏ»ôÚ

producer  /pr«5djUùs«/  n.  (ç°¢ç

Ó¬ÈÄ) Æ¬Ë»úúß¬Æ

ìß
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wonders simply as magic, without explaining them or showing

how they fit into the framework of scientific ideas. Producers

of television science programmes should realize that they have

a responsibility to educate the public, not just entertain it.

7

The world today is filled with dangers, hence the sick

joke that the reason we have not been contacted by an alien

civilization is that civilizations tend to destroy themselves when

they reach our stage. But I have sufficient faith in the good

sense of the public to believe that we might prove this wrong.

                            800  words

responsibility  /rI7sp�ns«5bIlItI/  n.  ð

Î

educate  / 5edju(ù)keIt/  vt.  teach or

train  Ìý

entertain  /7ent«5teIn/  vt.  give plea-

sure to; have as a guest  øÔ¶

Ö»Ðý

hence  /hens/  ad .  as a result¬

therefore; from this time  òË;Ó

Ë

contact  / 5k�ntQkt/  vt.  get in touch

with  ëÓ¥

alienï / 5eIlj«n/  a.  foreign; strange

âúÄ»°úÄ

civilization  / 7sIvIlaI5zeIS«n/  n.  Ä

÷
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Proper Names

Stephen Hawking   / 5stiùf«n 5h�ùkIN/ ¹ÙÒ · ôð

Einstein   / 5aInstaIn/ ®ò¹¹(1879 � 1955¬À®

ÂúíÛïí§Ò)

Notes

1 This text is taken from Black Holes and Baby Universes and Other Essays

(1993) by Stephen Hawking. Originally it was a speech given by the au-

thor in Spain in 1989 when he received a prize award.

2 nasty, brutish and short: These are the well-known words of the English

philosopher Thomas Hobbes (1588 � 1679) when describing the quality

of life without the benefits of civilization.

3 and the present government is doing its best: Taken literally this means

the government is trying to completely stop funding research. Here,

though, it is simply intended as an ironic comment on government cuts.

4 Frankenstein / 5frQNk«nstaIn/: the main character in a novel of terror (1818)

by Mary W. Shelley. He is a young medical student who creates a mon-

ster that destroys him.

5 It is also an important element behind support for the Green Parties.:

The public�s distrust of science is also an important factor leading to

support for the Green Parties ( political parties whose main concern is

to protect the environment).

6 The Sky at Night: a popular British television programme on astronomy

7 E=mc

2

: Einstein�s famous equation for his special theory of relativity in

which E represents energy, m mass and c the speed of light. It reads: E

equals mc squared.
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N      Content Questions

Pair Work

One of you asks the first six questions and the other answers. Starting from question 7,

change roles. When you have finished, the teacher may want to put some of the questions to

you for a check.

ComprehensionComprehension

ComprehensionComprehension

Comprehension

1. What is the attitude of some people towards the changes brought
about by science and technology?

2. What was life like before science and technology began to change
our way of life?

3. What would happen if all government money for research were cut off?

4. Is it possible to prevent science and technology from further
development? Why or why not?

5. What does the author think we should do about science and
technology?

6. Why is it necessary for the public to have a basic understanding of
science?

7. How does the public feel about science?

8. What does the author think of equations as a way of expressing

scientific ideas?

9. How is science taught in schools?

10. What limited role can books and magazines play in popularizing sci-

entific ideas?

11. What is the responsibility of TV science programme producers?

12. What does the author think of the future of human civilization?

Now switch roles. 外
教
社
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    Parts   Paragraphs        Main Ideas

Part One Paras. 1 � 3 _____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

Part Two Paras. 4 � 6 _____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

Part Three Para. 7 With an informed public, human

civilization will survive.

1) _____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

2) _____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

2. In answering the ques-

tion he brings up in

Part Two, the author

e m p h a s i z e s  t w o

points. They are:

N      Text Organization

Working on Your Own

Do the exercises and then compare your answers with a partner.

1. The text can be divided

into three parts. In the

first part, the author

presents a view; in the

second, he raises and

answers a relevant

quest ion;  the third

serves as the conclusion

of the essay. Now write

down the main idea of

each part. The last one

has been done for you.
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1. Read aloud para-

graphs 1 and 2 until

you have learned them

by heart. Then try to

complete the passage

from memory.

Questions at Night

Louis Untermeyer

Why

Is the sky?

What starts the thunder overhead?

Who makes the crashing noise?

Are the angels

1

 falling out of bed?

Are they breaking all their toys?

Why does the sun go down so soon?

Why do the night-clouds crawl

Hungrily up to the new-laid moon

And swallow it, shell and all?

If there�s Bear

2

 among the stars

As all the people say,

Won�t he jump over those Pasture-bars

3

And drink up the Milky Way

4

?

Does every star that happens to fall

Turn into a fire-fly

5

?

Can�t it ever get back to Heaven at all?

And why

Is the sky?

2. Read aloud the poem

wri t t en  by  Lou i s

Untermeyer (1885�

1977), an American

poet, anthologist and

editor.

Language Sense Enhancement

Anyway, even if one wanted to, one couldn’t ______ _____ _______

___________(1) to an earlier age. Knowledge and _______________ (2)

can’t just be forgotten. _________ (3) can one prevent further advances

in the future. Even if all government money for research were _________

________ (4) (and the present government is doing its best), the force of

__________________ (5) would still bring about advances in technology.

_______________ (6), one cannot stop inquiring minds from thinking about

basic science, whether or not they are paid for it. The only way to prevent

further developments would be a _____________ (7) state that suppressed

anything new, and human _____________ (8) and inventiveness are such

that even this ______________ (9) succeed. All it would do is ________

___________ (10) the rate of change.

1 angel  n. ì¹

2 Bear = Great Bear  óÜù

3 Pasture-bars: »Çùû

4 the Milky Way  øÓ

5 fire-fly n.©ðæ
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¹Ê

·×¹¤²ØõÇ

ª²´

ÐìÕæÚ¿

Ç²´ªÑËìÏÄ×ª¿

Ç¢öÇä¡ÄÞì¿

ª»Çì¹ÇÓ²Ïøä¿

¹ÇüÇÚÑæßÒÃ¿

«ôª²´ÒÒë¥¿

¹íÄÚÆª²´

°·ØüðõýÄÂù¿

¹»ÚÌÂ¬¬Îøâ¿

ºÇÐÙçæÐóÜ

ÍñËÇµÄÇù

üá»á¾ýÇ©°ÁÝ¸±

ÑÇøÓ»ûø¡¿

¿»Å¹äÄÇÇ

Ç»Ç¯÷Ë©ðæ¿

ü¿¹Ü»ÜµØìî¿

ª²´

ÐìÕæÚ¿

The whole of science is nothing more than a refinement of everyday

thinking.                                                         � Albert Einstein

Æ§Ä«¿»ýÇÕ£¼¼ÄÙÓ¤£

ªª¬®Ø¤®ò¹¹

True science teaches, above all, to doubt and to be ignorant.

�Miguel De Unamuno

æýÄÆ§×ÈÌËÊÉ¬ÌË»ªª»ª£

ªª×ñû¤Â¤ÚÉÂµ

    People must understand that science is inherently neither a

potential for good nor for evil. It is a potential to be harnessed

by man to do his bidding.

� Glenn T. Seaborg

ËÇØëÏ¶½¬¾ÊÏÆ§¢»Ç²´Æñ®¦¬ø

Ç»ÖÜªËùÃÄ¦¿£

ªªð¼¤T¤÷©ñ

3. Read the quotations.

Learn them by heart if

you can. 外
教
社
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The world�s first fully computerized airliner was ready for

its maiden flight without pilots or crew. The plane taxied to the

loading area automatically, its doors opened automatically, the

steps came out automatically. The passengers boarded the plane

and took their seats.

The steps retreated automatically, the doors closed, and

the airplane taxied toward the runway.

�Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen,� a voice intoned.

�Welcome to the debut of the world�s first fully computerized

airliner. Everything on this aircraft

is run electronically. Just sit back

and relax. Nothing can go wrong �

nothing can go wrong � nothing

can go wrong ��

4. Read the humorous

story for fun. You might

need to look up new

words in a dictionary.

Language Focus

The following are the key words and phrases selected from Text A. They are frequently used

in daily communication. You need to study them carefully. We have a number of exercises to

help you learn how to use them.

Words and Phrases to Drill

anywayanyway

anywayanyway

anyway

backgroundbackground

backgroundbackground

background

basisbasis

basisbasis

basis

briefbrief

briefbrief

brief

competit ioncompetit ion

competit ioncompetit ion

competit ion

conceptconcept

conceptconcept

concept

contactcontact

contactcontact

contact

conveyconvey

conveyconvey

convey

educateeducate

educateeducate

educate

ensureensure

ensureensure

ensure

entertainentertain

entertainentertain

entertain

evidentevident

evidentevident

evident

globalglobal

globalglobal

global

graspgrasp

graspgrasp

grasp

hencehence

hencehence

hence

highlyhighly

highlyhighly

highly

init iat iveinit iat ive

init iat iveinit iat ive

init iat ive

likelylikely

likelylikely

likely

moreovermoreover

moreovermoreover

moreover

preciseprecise

preciseprecise

precise

proportionproportion

proportionproportion

proportion

raterate

raterate

rate

responsibil ityresponsibil ity

responsibil ityresponsibil ity

responsibil ity

steadysteady

steadysteady

steady

suff icientsuff icient

suff icientsuff icient

suff icient

tendtend

tendtend

tend

at the momentat the moment

at the momentat the moment

at the moment

bring aboutbring about

bring aboutbring about

bring about

cut offcut off

cut offcut off

cut off

do withoutdo without

do withoutdo without

do without

fit intofit into

fit intofit into

fit into

in terms ofin terms of

in terms ofin terms of

in terms of

in the form ofin the form of

in the form ofin the form of

in the form of

in two mindsin two minds

in two mindsin two minds

in two minds

lie inlie in

lie inlie in

lie in

put acrossput across

put acrossput across

put across

put / turn the clock backput / turn the clock back

put / turn the clock backput / turn the clock back

put / turn the clock back

slow downslow down

slow downslow down

slow down
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N          Vocabulary

I.

1. Fill in the gaps with

words or phrases given

in the box. Change the

form where necessary.

initiative evident precise grasp

put across anyway in the form of cut off

tend convey concept in two minds

brief proportion in terms of sufficient

1) It’ll only be a _________ visit because we recently haven’t much

time.

2) The job is great _______________ advancement but the starting

salary is rather low.

3) We’d better pay that electricity bill before they ______ us ______.

4) As pace of life(úîÚà)quickens things _________ to change

fast in the city.

5) Why don’t we get rid of these old chairs, since we don’t use

them ____________?

6) The earth’s atmosphere makes ___________ observation of dis-

tant stars difficult.

7) The lawn was laid out ________________ the figure 8.

8) I shouldn’t always have to tell you what to do, use your own

______________.

9) Words cannot ___________ how grateful we are for his timely

help.

10) It seems to me that the board of directors is _________________

over the opening of a branch office in South Africa.

11) I find it difficult to grasp the ___________ of infinite space.

12) Philip presented a complex argument that was completely beyond

my ___________.

1) Since their team has won the match today, it will certainly have a

place in the Cup Final.                                                                      (ensure)

Winning the match today

_______________________________________________________

2) Medical workers have a duty to heal the wounded and rescue the

dying.                                                                                          (responsibility)

It is

_______________________________________________________

3) The learner gets amusement as well as knowledge from these com-

puter games.                                                                        (entertain, educate)

2. Rewrite each sentence

with the word or

phrase in brackets,

keeping the same

meaning.  The first

part has been written

for you.
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These computer games

_______________________________________________________

4) Air and water are vital to all living things.                            (do without)

No living thing

_______________________________________________________

5) There is a strong possibility that the election will be held in June.

(likely)

The election

_______________________________________________________

Model:Model:

Model:Model:

Model:

Popular books and magazine articles about science can help to _______

new developments, but even the most successful popular book is read by

only a __________ of the population. (proportion, put across)

Popular books and magazine articles about science can help to put across

new developments, but even the most successful popular book is read by

only a small proportion of the population.

1) The film’s appeal ___________ not only the entertainment it pro-

vides to the audience but also the questions it raises about the

possible __________________ human beings and alien civilizations.

(contact, lie in)

2) The decision on the new project is made on the ______________

scientific study. The project ____________ to succeed despite the

fact that we do not have ____________ funds ________________.

(at the moment, basis, sufficient, likely)

3) True it is hard to make accurate predictions(¤Ô), but __________

growth of the information industry ___________ that this line of

products _________________ profitable.               (highly, steady, ensure)

English words are mainly formed by means of:English words are mainly formed by means of:

English words are mainly formed by means of:English words are mainly formed by means of:

English words are mainly formed by means of:

affixation(Êº¨)

(including prefixation(°º¨)and suffixation(óº¨))

compounding(ÏÉ¨)

conversion(ÊÔª»¨)

abbreviation(õÔ¨)

(including clipped words(ØÌÊ), blends(´ºÊ), initialisms(õÔ

Ê)and acronyms(×Ö¸õÔÊ))

3. C o m p l e t e  t h e

sentences, using the

words or phrases in

brackets. Make addi-

tions or changes where

necessary.

II. Word Formation
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PrefixationPrefixation

PrefixationPrefixation

Prefixation

A 

prefixprefix

prefixprefix

prefix is a letter or group of letters added to the beginning of a word to

form a new one. Prefixes do not generally alter the part of speech (ÊÔ)

of the word. Most prefixes normally have a light stress on their first or only

syllable. For example, the adjective honest by the addition of the prefix dis

--

--

-

,,

,,

,

is changed into a new adjective dishonest. (see Appendix III)

co-chairman undersupply foresight disabled

undecided mispronounce overdo mini-park

enrich precondition regain multicultural

1. Grandma _____________ her health after spending a month in the
countryside.

2. Mary is ______________ about whether to stay on in her present
post or to find a new job.

3. This mountainous region is _________________ with trained doc-
tors and nurses.

4. Henry got injured in the car accident and was _____________ for
the rest of his life.

5. They have been demanding the release of three of their colleagues
from prison as a ________________ for further negotiation.

6. We have succeeded because we had the _____________ to invest
in new technology.

7. I had difficulty understanding him because he _________________
a lot of words.

8. The development of the oil industry will ___________ the nation.

A word that is the opposite in meaning to another word is called its 

antonymantonym

antonymantonym

antonym.

Knowing antonyms is another way to enrich our word power and helps

enhance the expressiveness of our speech and writing.

good modern

rich forget

wet come

differ old

defend simple

colorless like v., n.

long unlikely

early distrust

Now study the formation

of the words in the box

and make a guess at their

meaning. Then choose a

suitable word to complete

the sentences, changing

the form where necessary.

III. Antonyms

Now try the follow-

ing two exercises.

1. Complete the table by

finding an antonym to

each of  the  given

words.
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1) Only a minority of people support military action. The ___________

are for a peaceful solution.

2) Applicants who meet our job requirements are ___________; those

who fall short are rejected.

3) With the improvement of the standard of living, the proportion of

people’s income spent on food has decreased while that spent on

education has _______________.

4) On balance, the strengths of her plan outweigh its ______________.

5) As is shown by history, ________ clashes may lead to a global

war.

6) Usually Bob is early for work, but on that foggy morning he was

________.

7) You have dialed the _________ number. The correct one is 376-

0583.

8) Among the four choices, only one is true. The rest are all ________.

N

Comprehensive Exercises

Do we have the right attitude towards science? Hawking sug-

gests that many people are ___________ (1) distrustful of it. This

might change if the public were better informed. But how can we

__________ this ___________ (2)? It is ____________ (3) that schools

are important, especially if science is taught in an interesting manner.

But science is changing at such a fast _________ (4) that what we

learn in school is no longer ______________ (5) to last a lifetime. What

can we use to _______ ___________ (6) news of the latest ideas and

developments?  Popular science books can help, but the ____________ (7)

of the population that read them is not very large. _________ (8) we

need to rely on television, for only television can ___________ (9) the

message reaches a sufficiently large audience.

Science is interesting and exciting. Why? Science helps you

______________ (1) the world in which you live. For example, sci-

ence explains how airplanes fly and how birds find their way when

they __________ (2) long distances. Besides, people use science to

make discoveries that have _____________ (3) value. One of these

discoveries is the ________ (4) of light to carry telephone messages

I.  Cloze

1. Text-related

Complete the passage with

words chosen from the

Words and Phrases to

Drill box. Change the

form where necessary.

2.  Theme-related

Read the passage care-

fully until you have got its

main idea, and then select

one  appropriate word for

each gap from the box fol-

lowing the passage.

2. Complete the sentences

by filling in the gap

with an antonym to the

word in italics.
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through a glass wire. ___________ (5) is the lengthening of human life

through the use of heart pacemakers(Äàð«÷)and other mechani-

cal devices(÷µ).

In the future, there will _________ (6) be an endless number of

new discoveries. These discoveries will __________ (7) your career

and your daily life. Television, computers, and space shuttles(½ìÉ

ú)are part of today’s world. Who can imagine what new, yet-to-be-

discovered _______________ (8) lie ahead? In the future, scientists

may discover how to predict earthquakes and how to produce an end-

less __________ (9) of energy. ____________ (10) you may live and

work in a space station in orbit around the earth. Scientists will con-

tinue to make discoveries that will change the world in which you live.

developments Anyway supply likely urge

tackle Another practical Someday understand

severe argument use affect travel

1) ýçÆ§Òù¤ÔÄÇù¬«òÛ¾ÉËËàæÙÄîÏØÄÊ

â®»£  (global)

2) ±óâ©°»ÄºùÜ¤ÒªªñêÄó°ß (applicant)Ç¥ê

Äå¶£  (competition)

3) ýçÂµí÷ÄÇù¬ÌýóÙ¦±ûÏúÒÄÃ¢¹Æ®£  (fit

into)

4) â¾ûµ«ÑÍ (burn too much gas)¬øÒÛ®¸õÇÒë¶Ä

½¶£  (moreover)

5) ªËâ»ðØóÄúÊÂþ¬ÒÇ×Èèª¼Çäú·ëþÎ³

°£  (background)

II. Translation

1. Translate the sen-

tences into English,

using the words or

phrases in brackets.
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ÜÑëóÒÇÄÈ²Ç(forefathers)»ÐÖú¼õø´Äâ´

à½ã(conveniences) ¬ÇÕÓÇõ´ýÄ£Çö±ò»Ð»¡¿

ÖËíÜ»©æÊõþ(comforts)£ó¿ÖË¬¹¼Ô»¥¬ü»

ªµ(not to speak of)ÓÜÌýÄØ¨Ë£»ø¬íàËðÖÖú

¼õ¬µüø´ËÜàÊâ£ûÇëõýø½ÄÙÈ£«Ç²

»Üè¹±úÄ°ø£

bring about do without  educate proportion

put the clock back rate slow down sufficient

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________

2. Translate the passage

into English, using the

words and phrases

given below.
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New Words and Expressions

deadline / 5dedlaIn/ n. point in time by which sth.

must be done îóÚÞ

headline / 5hedlaIn/ n. (¨½ÏÂÅ¨¼ÈÄ)ê

â

immediately /I5miùdj«tlI/ ad. directly or closely ±

ÓØ»ùüØ

victim / 5vIktIm/ n. Ü¦ß¬¾Ñß

frustrate /frÃ5streIt/ vt. cause (sb.) to feel discour-

aged or disappointed ¹Ú¥¬¹ÒÄ

yield /jiùld/ vt. reveal; produce ¹¶»úú

step by step  gradually ð½Ø»È½Ø

outcome / 5aUtkÃm/ n. result áû

result in   ¼Â, áûÇ

secrets easily. Science is done step by step.

First an idea is formed. Then this is tested

by an experiment. The outcome, one

hopes, results in an increase in knowledge.

4

Science is not a set of unquestion-

able results but a way of understanding

the world around us. Its real work is slow.

Part III    Home Reading Task

Text B

When scientific discoveries hit the news they are rarely as simple as the headlines suggest. They

usually do not mention the years of work that lie behind the discoveries. The reports also do little to

help us realize that science seldom provides answers that are final and beyond challenge.

How to Make Sense out of ScienceHow to Make Sense out of Science

How to Make Sense out of ScienceHow to Make Sense out of Science

How to Make Sense out of Science

1

                           

                                    

                                    

                  David H. Levy

1

New Drugs Kill Cancer

Devastation by El Nino � a Warn-

ing

6:30 p.m. October 26, 2028: Could

This Be the Deadl ine for the

Apocalypse?

2

2

When these headlines appeared this

year, their stories became the subjects of

conversations around the world�talks

spiced with optimism and confusion

3

.

Imagine the hopes raised in the millions

battling cancer. Did the news mean these

people never had to worry about cancer

again? Or that we all had to worry about a

catastrophe from outer space or, more

immediately, from El Nino?

3

Unfortunately, science doesn�t

work that way. It rarely arrives at final

answers. People battling cancer or victims

of El Nino may find this frustrating, but

the truth is that Nature does not yield her
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more often it works, the better the

chances that the result is sound. Einstein

was right when he said: �No amount of

experimentation can ever prove me right;

a single experiment can at any time prove

me wrong.�

7

In August 1996, NASA announced

the discovery in Antarctica of a meteorite

from Mars that might contain evidence

of ancient life on another world. (3) As

President Clinton said that day, the pos-

sibility that life existed on Mars billions

of years ago was potentially one of the

great discoveries of our time.

8

After the excitement wore down

and initial papers were published, other

(1) The scientific method, as many of us

learned in school, is a gradual process that

begins with a purpose or a problem or

question to be answered. It includes a list

of materials, a procedure to follow, a set

of observations to make and, finally, con-

clusions to reach. In medicine, when a new

drug is proposed that might cure or con-

trol a disease, it is first tested on a large

random group of people, and their reac-

tions are then compared with those of an-

other random group not given the drug.

All reactions in both groups are carefully

recorded and compared, and the drug is

evaluated. All of this takes time � and

patience.

5

It�s the result of course, that makes

the best news � not the years of quiet

work that characterize the bulk of scien-

tific inquiry. After an experiment is con-

cluded or an observation is made, the re-

sult continues to be examined critically.

When it is submitted for publication, it

goes  to  a  group of  the  sc ient is t � s

colleagues, who review the work. If the

work is important enough, just before the

report is published in a professional jour-

nal or read at a conference, a press release

is issued and an announcement is made to

the world.

6

The world may think that the an-

nouncement signifies the end of the

process, but it doesn�t. A publication is

really a challenge: �Here is my result.

Prove me wrong!� (2) Other researchers

will try to repeat the experiment, and the

gradual / 5grQdZU«l/ a. ð¥Ä¬¥äÄ

process / 5pr«Uses/ n. ýÌ

conclusion /k«n5kluùZ«n/ n. áÛ

propose /pr«5p«Uz/ vt. suggest áö¬¨é

randomï / 5rQnd«m/ a. ÎâÄ¬æúÄ

compare with  ëÈÏ

evaluate /I5vQljUeIt/ vt. assess ÀÀ¬ÀÛ

quiet work  work unknown to the public

characterize / 5kQrIkt«raIz/ vt.  ÉªÄØ÷

bulk /bÃlk/ n. ó¿Ö»(ÞóÄ)åý

submit /s«b5mIt/ vt. offer for consideration á»»

ÊÝ

publish / 5pÃblIS/ vt. ¢í»öæ

professional /pr«5feS«nl/ a. ¨µÄ»°µÄ

press release  (¨¶çòþ®ú¹È¢¼Ä)ÂÅ

å

challenge / 5tSQlIndZ/ n., vt. ô½

amount /«5maUnt/ n. quantity; total sum ý¿»Ü

ý

wear down  (cause to) become smaller, weaker, etc.

(¹)ä¡¬äÙ¬äõ
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researchers began looking at samples from

the same meteorite. (4) Some concluded

that the �evidence of life� was  mostly con-

tamination from Antarctic ice or that there

was nothing organic at all in the rock.

9

Was this a failure of science, as some

news reports trumpeted?

10

No! It was a good example of the

scientific method working the way it is

supposed to. Scientists spend years on

research, announce their findings, and

these findings are examined by other

scientists. That�s how we learn. Like

climbing a mountain, we struggle up three

organic /�ù5gQnIk/ a. Ðú(å)Ä»»©ÃÐúÊ

ÏÄ

trumpet / 5trÃmpIt/ vt. (often disapproving) declare

loudly and forcibly óÁûï

reverse /rI5vÎùs/ n. ìÛ, æ³

somehow /  5sÃmhaU/ ad. in some way; by some

means Ô³Ö½½

feet and fall back two. It�s a process filled

with disappointments and reverses, but

somehow we keep moving ahead.

624 words

Notes

1. The text is taken from Parade (September 20,1998).

2. 6:30 p.m. �the Apocalypse?: The Apocalypse is the name given to the

end of the world in the Bible. The headline refers to the end of life on

earth as the result of its being hit by an asteroid(¡ÐÇ)at the time

predicted.

3. talks spiced with optimism and confusion:

  

  

 talks mixed up with optimism

and confusion
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N Comprehension Check

Choose the best answer for each of the following.

1. The author’s main purpose in using the

newspaper headlines is to show _______.

a. science has made many wonderful dis-

coveries

b. bad news makes good news

c. newspapers give people something to talk

about

d. newspapers can give us a wrong idea

about science

2. Publication of a scientific finding signifies

_______.

a. a challenge to fellow scientists to prove

it wrong

b. the end of a process

c. the beginning of a new scientific inquiry

d. the soundness of the result

3. NASA’s announcement of the discovery of

evidence of ancient life on Mars shows

_______.

a. the fruitlessness of the search for life on

another world

b. the failure of the scientific method

c. the way human beings learn about na-

ture

d. the unreliability of many scientific find-

ings

4. Einstein’s words are used to show he thought

_______.

a. experiments had proved him right

b. scientists do not need so many experi-

ments

c. scientific ideas are never free from chal-

lenge

d. E=mc2

5. It can be inferred from the passage that the

media is interested in _______.

a. the results of scientific research

b. the process of scientific research

c. the scientists who do the research

d. the effects of scientific research on hu-

man life

6. What characterizes scientific research?

_______

a. Optimism and confusion.

b. Slow, patient work.

c. Disappointments and reverses.

d. Uncertain outcomes.

N          Translation

Translate into Chinese the underlined sentences in the

essay.

1. The scientific method, as many of us learned

in school, is a gradual process that begins

with a purpose or a problem or question to

be answered.

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

2. Other researchers will try to repeat the

experiment, and the more often it works,

the better the chances that the result is sound.

_____________________________________

_____________________________________
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3. As President Clinton said that day, the pos-

sibility that life existed on Mars billions of

years ago was potentially one of the great

discoveries of our time.

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

4. Some concluded that the “evidence of life”

was mostly contamination from Antarctic

ice or that there was nothing organic at all

in the rock.

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

N      Language Practice

The following are useful words and phrases

selected from Text B. The exercises below will

help you learn to use them properly.

Words and Phrases to Learn

amountamount

amountamount

amount

bulkbulk

bulkbulk

bulk

challengechallenge

challengechallenge

challenge

conclusionconclusion

conclusionconclusion

conclusion

deadlinedeadline

deadlinedeadline

deadline

evaluateevaluate

evaluateevaluate

evaluate

frustratefrustrate

frustratefrustrate

frustrate

organicorganic

organicorganic

organic

outcomeoutcome

outcomeoutcome

outcome

processprocess

processprocess

process

professionalprofessional

professionalprofessional

professional

proposepropose

proposepropose

propose

publishpublish

publishpublish

publish

somehowsomehow

somehowsomehow

somehow

submitsubmit

submitsubmit

submit

victimvictim

victimvictim

victim

yieldyield

yieldyield

yield

compare withcompare with

compare withcompare with

compare with

step by stepstep by step

step by stepstep by step

step by step

wear downwear down

wear downwear down

wear down

( Each word or phrase in the box is used only once

 in the exercises below. )

1. Underline, in each of the following sentences, the

new word or phrase listed in the box and see how

they are used in context.

1) I guess job opportunities at the top are im-

proving for women, but it is such a slow

process that it’s frustrating.

2) I have tried to give some idea of how I

feel about the issue — other people will

no doubt draw their own conclusions.

3) No amount of encouragement would

make him jump down from the rock even

when all the others had landed safe and

sound.

4) Banks have been advised to pay more at-

tention to personal circumstances when

evaluating loans to private customers.

5) Losing weight is a slow, gradual process.

You can’t expect to become slim

overnight.

6) If you follow our instructions and do it

step by step, you’ll master the skill in no

time.

7) Organic crops are kind to the soil and do

not use harmful fertilizers.

8) I missed the Friday deadline, so they re-

fused to consider my application.

2. Fill in the gaps with words or phrases chosen from

the box. Change the form where necessary.

1) It is still too early to predict the _________

of the presidential race.

2) Organic farmers in the United States

_________ only 5% – 15% less than the

mainstream farmers.
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3) My father was _________________ by

overwork.

4) You will need to seek ________________

advice if you want to win this case.

5) A new law has been _____________ to

regulate the financial market.

6) ____________ I knew he would tell me

the truth.

7) My father gave the ________ of his col-

lection of antiques to the city museum.

8) Finding a cure for AIDS(¬Ì¡)is one

of the greatest ______________ to medi-

cal scientists.

9) The young writer’s latest novel was

______________ a month ago, and has

already sold over half a million copies.

10) It is reported that a new drug has been

developed which is likely to help save

the lives of heart-attack ___________.

11) Companies are required to ___________

monthly financial statements to the

board.

12) If you ____________ Joe _______ other

children of his own age, he’s not very tall.
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Part IV   Comprehensive Language Practice

Speaking Practice

Group Discussion

In small groups, discuss the following:

1. In what way has science changed the world we live in? Give examples.

2. In what way is science a good or bad thing? Give examples.

Essay Writing

How Science Changes Our Lives

Based on your discussion, write an essay on �How Science Changes Our Lives�.

There is a model letter for your reference. (see Appendix I)

Before putting pen to paper, read the advice on writing skills in the following box, as this may be of some help to you.

Writing Strategy

How to write an expository essay(µ÷Ä)

An expository essay explains something, such as why a certain phenomenon happens

and how a problem is solved.

A primary concern of exposition is clarity(åú). To achieve this, you should bear in

mind the following points:

Narrowing the Scope of Discussion

You have to limit your discussion to a manageable topic, for it is impossible to explain

many things clearly in a short essay. For instance, you may find the topic �Attitudes Toward

Science� too general to write about in a short essay. You can, then, narrow it to �Public

Attitudes Toward Science�, as Stephen Hawking does.
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Making Clear Your Attitude Toward the Subject

In a sense, exposition is the process of making a statement and then supporting it with

evidence. When presenting a statement, you must make sure it expresses very clearly your

attitude toward the subject. Supposing you write about �The Impact of Scientific Discoveries�,

you could start your essay with such a statement as �Scientific discoveries benefit us in many

ways.� If you sound uncertain of your own opinion about the subject, the reader will be left

with only a vague idea of what you want to say.

Follow-Up Work

You can improve your writing by checking your own work. You will also find it helpful to have a classmate evaluate

your work. So do the following after writing:

1. Go through your essay carefully and then answer the questions on the checklist below.

Put down yes or no.

2. Exchange essays and checklists with a partner and check each other�s work. Write yes or no

answers on your partner�s checklist.

Checklist

QuestionsQuestions

QuestionsQuestions

Questions

My AnswersMy Answers

My AnswersMy Answers

My Answers

ClassmateClassmate

ClassmateClassmate

Classmate

��

��

�

s Answerss Answers

s Answerss Answers

s Answers

1. Have you narrowed down your

discussion to a manageable

size?

2. Does your statement make

clear your attitude toward the

subject?

3. Does your evidence help sup-

port your statement?

4. Are there any mistakes in

spelling?

5. Are there any mistakes in

grammar?

Rewrite your essay with the help of the above answers. Then turn in your work to your teacher.
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